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Components 
Vol. I. Fixed Resistors. 
By G. W. A. Dummer, M.B.E .. M.l.E.E. This 
Is the first volume of a new four volume work 
for designers and users of electronic equip
ment. It discusses the characteristics and 
specifications of all types of fixed resistors 
used In electronic equipment and Includes 
much Information on special-purpose and 
experimental types. Illustrated. 28/- net. 

Telecommunications 
By A. T. Starr, M.A., P11.D., M.l.E.E. Pitman's 
Engineering Degree Serles. 35/- net. 
" ...... Dr. Starr has produced a comprehen-
sive book embracing the whole field of tele
communications. To achieve this the book is 
written In a succinct style with economy of 
description and explanation ; at the same 
time, accuracy, clarity and completeness are 
not sacrificed . . . •  an admirable textbook for 
the London B.Sc. (Eng.) examination • • • • •  

Both as a textbook and as a handbook It Is 
strongly recommended. "-Engineer . 

By A. T. Starr, M.A., Ph.D., M.l.E.E. Written by 
an acknowledged authority, this book forms a 
colllprehensive 1 treatise on theoretical and ap
plied electro.1ics. Pitman's Engineering Degree 
Series. 32/6 net. "This is an outstanding textbook 
from the viewpoint of both teacher and student 
and one which is likely to be widely adopted." 
-The Electrical Journal. 

Telephony (2 Vols.) 

By J. Atkinson, A.M.l.E.E. A standard textbook 
for Post Office engineers and studenu. With 
over 5,000 illustrations. Vol. I (General Princi
ples and Manual Exchange Syste;ns). 40/- net. 

Vol. 11 (Automatic Exchange Systems). 55/- net. 
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• " ...... an up-to-dau authoritative standard work 
on the subject of telephony."-Post Office Te/e-
communlcotions Journal. • 
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Summarised list of Products 

Model 
VR/Sl 

C/• 

C./S 

CSI 

CSl/Z 

CHSI 

CHSl/Z 

HSI/SB 
HSI/DB 
HD/54 

HC/54 

Ribbon Velocity, Studio Cius-Impedances 
20-50-300-500 ohms. 
Hish Fidelity Dynamic Stand Model. Low 
Impedance. 
Hish Fidelity Dynamic Sund Model with on/off 
Swiech Adaptor. Low Impedance. 
General Purpose Low Impedance Dynamic 
Sund Model. 
General Purpose Hish Impedance (up to 200,000 
ohms) Dynamic Sund Model. 
Hlsh Fidelity Handheld Dynamic, Dlecaat C-. 
Low Impedance. 
Hish Fidelity Handheld Dynamic, Diecut Cue. 
Hish Impedance. 
Sincle Button Carbon, Handheld, Diecut Cue. 
Double Button Carbon, Handheld, Diecut Cue. 
Hlsh Fidelity Dlnamic, Handheld, Li1htwei1ht 
Moulded Caae. ow Impedance. 
Sin1le Button Carbon, Handheld, Ll1htwei1ht 
Moulded Cue. 

HCl/54 Double Button Carbon, Handheld, Diecut Cue. 
Cl.Sl/HHT Dynamic Hand Microtelephone. Low Impedance. 
VCS2/H Low Impedance Noise Cancellin1 Dynamic, fitted 

to Holdin1 Handle. 
VCS2/B Low Impedance Noise Cancellin1 Dynamic, 

fitted to Swivel Boom. 

Model 
LFV59 
LD.61/Z 

LXSS 
Typo 
Cl/48 

Cl/SI 

VC51 

Low Impedance Full Vision Microphone. 
Dynamic, for tape recordln1. 
Moulded Hou1inc. with 9 ft. Low-Ion Cable. 
General Purpose Crystal for table or hand u1e. 

Hi1h Fidelity Dynamic ln1ert for Intercom
munication Equipment. 
Hi1h Fidelity Dynamic Insert for Intercom. 
munication Equipment. 
Dynamic Noi11 Cancellln1 lnaert for Tele
communication Equipment. 

Aleo Stand1 u folio- 1 Plunser, R- iype; Foldlnr F'
type; Heavy Base Table tfpei, ex!Mlslblo and rlrld; Urhtwe11h1 
Table types, etc. Hatchln1 Tranlformen 1 Mi•er and Gain 
Control Units; Plurs, Sockets, Cable and other ac-/es. 

------ Uterature f/odly Hnt on req- -----

i Lustraphone Ltd. 

I 
.St. G-r1e'1 Worluo, Rqenta Park Rd., London, N.W.I 
Te/. : PRlmroie 88+4/6. Grama : Lustraphon, Norwesl l..ondon 

Cab/� : Luatraphon, London 
----------- ------·--- - . ---

There is a Lustraphone Microphone for every requirement 
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have these outstanding features 

HIGH OPERATIONAL SPEED • HIGH SENSITIVITY 
FREEDOM FROM CONTACT REBOUND 

NO POSITIONAL ERROR • HIGH CONTACT PRESSURES 
ACCURACY OF SIGNAL REPETITION 

EASE OF ADJUSTMENT 

The Carpenter Polarized Relay will respond to weak, ill-defined or 

short-duration impulses of differing polarity, or it will follow weak 

alternating current inputs of high frequencies and so provide a 

continuously operating symmetrical changeover switch between 

two different sources. Dimensionally the Type 4 relay illustrated 

is interchangeable with the type" 3000" Relay and can be supplied 

to fit directly to the drilling normally provided for the" 3000" Relay. 

Ma1111fact11red by tire sole licensees 

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD 

M 
Co1111't1cwrs 10 Go1·t•r11111e111s of 1he British Co11111101111·N1/1h n11d 1Jther NMio11s 

HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS, DULWICH, LONDON, SE21 

.. .... Telephone GIPsy Hill2211 



CABLE WORKS LTD. 

For details of all types of air·spaced paper insulated 
Trunk Cables request Publlut1on C.l. 

TELEVISION CABLES 

RADIO FREQUENCY CABLES 

COAXIAL CABLES 

PIRELLI - GENERAL CABLE W ORKS LIMITED, SOUTHAMPTON 

A s s o ci ated Compa n y  of Th e G e n e r a Electric C om p a n y  Limi1 ed 

£15 : 0 : 0 
(Leather Cose e•tro) 

She: 7� x 5.! x 1 Inches 
Weight : 5i tbs. approx. 

Details on application co the sole 
Proprietors and Manu(acrurcrs ;-

I ForH EAVY 9\JT·Y 
The HEAVY DUTY AVOMETER 

is a portable multi-range AC/ 
DC moving coil meter of 
compact proportions and of 
specially robust construction to 
withstand 1he rough usage of 
outdoor wo1 k. 

lt provides 18 ranges of read
ings on a 31-inch scale, range selection being by means of a 
single rotary switch. 

The instrument is fitted with a comprehensive automatic 
cut-out mechanism for protection against overload. 

VOLTAGE AC DC 
10, 15. 150, 1,000 volts. 
CURRENT AC DC 
IOmA .. IOOmA .. I amp., 10 amps. 

RESISTANCE 
0-500 ohms (midscale 12.5 ohm•). 
0-50,000 ohms (midscale 1,150 ohms). 

SENSITIVITY 
DC voltage ranies : 1,000 ohms per volt. 
10-volt AC ranee : 100 ohms per volt. 
Other AC ranges : 500 ohms per volt. 

ACCURACY 
On DC : I per cent of full sulc valu<. 
On AC : to B.S. first crade. 

Various accessories are available for extendlna the above ra n ees 

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD., Avocet House, 92-96 Vauahall Bddce Road, 

Phone : VICtorio 3404-9 London, S. W.I 
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T
HE INTERVIEW WITH SIR 

Gordon Radley, Director 
General of the Post Office, 

published in the Daily Mail last 
November, not only told the 
public of our determination to 
make the telephone service "the 
best in the world"; it was, in effect, 

a mes age of encouragement to the administrative, 
engineering and traffic staff. 

The stimulus came at an appropriate moment. 
The White Paper outlining plans for development 
and new financial arrangements, had only recently 
been published-a summary appeared in the Autumn 
Journal. 

The new financial arrangements under which we 
can plan three years ahead, and, from April this 
year, shall be able to retain our surplus after meeting 
expenditure and paying the fixed annual sum of 
£5 million to the Treasury, constitute, Sir Gordon 
was reported as saying, a " new era " which " gives 
us more freedom to tackle the bottlenecks and to 
plan ahead for a greatly expanded service". The 
Director General confirmed the objective, stated in 
the White Paper programme, of 8,000,000 tele
phones in service by March, 1959; according to the 
interviewer, he was " thinking ultimately in 
terms of a British telephone service with 20,000,000 
subscribers, a telephone in just about every home". 

Sir Gordon emphasized that expansion "cannot 
happen overnight; man-power, materials and cash 
are still problems". But, the objective "is to give the 
public what they want, and at a reasonable price". 

This is an objective to achieving which every 
single member of the staff concerned with the tele
communications services can make a contribution. 



Expe1lilio1i 

lo 

F. A. llough 

T
HE HISTORY OF THIS CONTEMPORARY STYLE 

expedition begins at the end of the winter, 
1953. A small party of British Post Office 

and American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
engineers met in Newfoundland among the ice 
and snow, to choose a landing place for the 
transatlantic telephone cable and to determine 
broadly how the cable should continue thereafter 
to Nova Scotia. The choice was between a 
completely submarine route around Newfound
land to, say, Halifax; to go out again into Trinity 
Bay, cross into Placentia Bay, and thence to 
Sydney; or to make for the top of Fortune Bay 
by a third route and thence to Sydney, with other 
minor variations. The direct land route to Fortune 
Bay would give the shortest route and would 
avoid most of the hazards of existing cables and 
fishing grounds, but it is difficult country for 
cable laying. After long discussions and many 
calculations of comparative costs, we decided to 
recommend the land route. 

The climate and ground and travel conditions 
dictated the time programme of subsequent work. 
There is only one road from Clarenville, the main 
terminal point, to Terrenceville, a small village at 
the head of Fortune Bay, and this is impassable 
during a thaw and often blocked by snow in winter. 
It is constructed without any foundation material 
(save over the bogs where it is laid on mats of 
brushwood) simply by piling the dirt from the 
sides into the roadway with a top dressing of poor 
gravel taken from numerous borrow pits all along 
the route. Such a roadway has to be avoided by 
cables. A route, therefore, had to be found away 
from the road and the operations and depreda
tions in connexion therewith. 

The survey cook place during the summer of 
1954, when the land (and water, of which there 
is a quite remarkable amount), could be traversed 
and seen, when not blanketed by fog and rain. 
After many days of tramping through bogs and 
fighting a way through thickly grown timber, we 
found a route, and a Newfoundland surveyor, 
aided by one of our engineers, took over the task 
of plotting and marking it by chain and 
theodolite survey. The local brand of anti-fly oil 
provided a continuously objectionable atmosphere 
only slightly less distressing than the persistent 
attentions of the flies themselves. The only map 
available of this part of Newfoundland at that time 
was 10 miles to the inch scale, but the Canadian 
Ordnance Survey Department had overlapping 
aerial photographs. Copies were obtained and the 
British Ordnance Survey people produced a set 
of excellent contoured maps at two inches to the 
mile, as well as a mosaic of the photographs that 
gave a continuous aerial picture of the country. 
These were invaluable in finding a route and 
maintaining a sense of direction. 

Meantime, the special cable to be laid had to be 



designed, tested and manufactured. This cable 
differs only from the submarine cable in that it 
has been screened against pick-up of electrical 
interference by incorporating five layers of thin 
iron tape, and it is armoured with No. IO gauge 
steel wire. At the same time, the engineering 
specification for laying the cable was written and 
the cable-laying contract was placed by the 
Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Cor
poration with the Canadian Comstock Company, 
a firm which had experience of building pipelines 
hut little of cable laying. 

During the winter of 1954-55 the technique 
for jointing and testing the cable was designed, 
the equipment was made, and volunteer tech
nicians from the Telephone Areas were trained to 
a very high standard of proficiency. 

At the end of March the expedition set sail for 
St. John's, Newfoundland. It consisted of two 
supervising engineers, two testing engineers, five 

technical officers to supervise the laying work, and 
five pairs of cable jointers and mates; along with 
91 drums of cable, test vans, four-wheel drive 
transport, power and other trailers and several 
tons of stores. One significant item was a case full 
of tins of British Army type anti-fly oil. 

During April the contractor assembled his 
equipment and set up his first camp near Goobies. 
Progress at the start was very slow, largely because 
of long spells of continuous rain that made the 
ground impassable for the digging machinery and 
for the cable trailer and its tractor. A contributory 
factor was the contractor's understandable reluct
ance to use hand labour for trench excavation 
when he had been accustomed to doing everything 
by machinery. For a long time not a single pick 
and shovel was available on the job, yet the 
mechanical excavators were bogged down and the 
camp was besieged by a crowd of people wanting 
to work. This large force of available man-power 

The route had to he plotted through bog.,. and timber 
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to operate what the contractor's project manager 
called "Mexican draglines" (hand shovels) event
ually modified the plan of mechanization and a 
measure of hand-digging over the bogs, and the 
use of the back-hoe type of excavators among the 
trees and hard going, made good progress possible. 
Where the ground was too soft to support the 
cable trailer on timber laid alongside the trench, 
the cable was hauled off and carried by a gang of 
men, stepping from trunk to trunk and floundering 
deep in the bog if they missed a step. 

Avoiding Cliffs 

Towards the end of June, after a period when 
visibility was only about 20 yards and work was 
almost at a standstill, the sun returned in full 
power to welcome the arrival of H.M.T.S. 
Monarch, and all the dignitaries assembled to 
celebrate the laying of the main cable shore end. 
Monarch also laid two sections of the "land" cable, 
the first five miles out of Clarenville and a piece 
two miles long across the south-west arm of 
Random Sound. These two pieces, quicky dropped 
into the sea, avoided some very rough country 
with precipitous rock cliffs, and incidentally 

provided a pleasant change of occupation for 
some of the party who did the shore end work. 

On the way to Clarenville, Monarch called in at 
Argentia, the harbour where, during the war, the 
Atlantic Charter was agreed, and there handed 
over to a local craft some 70 tons of "land" cable, 
specially made with heavy armouring, and all in 
one length, for laying along the estuaries of the 
Black River and Piper's Hole River. Under the 
direction of an officer from the cable ship, assisted 
by a couple of "professional" seamen cable hands, 
the land party laid this cable from the barge from 
the mouth of the Black River, past a delightful 
village called Swift Current, and up the winding 
estuary of Piper's Hole River. 

After a period of suspense, when no visible 
headway was being made against the strong tide, 
the sharp bends were successfully turned during 
the short period of slack water, and the procession 
emerged into a broad shallow basin surrounded 
by wooded hills, and set off for the landing point 
on the far side. A strong cross wind took the scow 
aground out of the narrow channel twice on this 
mile trip, but she floated off with the rising tide 
and eventually settled on the mud some 400 yards 

Left to right: H. Lewis. F. Cowon, C. C. Duncan, W. Leech, J. Gilbert, F. A. Hough 



The launching of the " Kon-tiki " raft 

from the beach, where she was left for the night 
after the ends bad been put ashore. At dawn next 
day, on a full tide, we set off back along the course 
to lay the smaller speaker cable, and this was done 
without hindrance. 

The ponds provided lots of interest. We avoided 
small ponds, but the larger ones provided a good 
safe home for the cable. They were crossed by the 
normal techniques of passing over a line, and then 
hauling out the cable, attaching 40-gallon oil 
drums every 25 yards to keep it afloat. The cable 
was then sunk into position by releasing the drums 
by pulling on the quick-release knots. Since the 
ponds are generally shallow it was necessary to 
have the cable bound up closely to the drums and 
the attachment is therefore different from that 
used by the cable ship. Furthermore, the cutting 
adrift process was more demure than that em
ployed by the cable ship's First Officer, who was 
wont to proceed along the line in a fast launch and 
hack off the ropes with a curved scimitar, in a 
manner reminiscent of repelling a boarding party. 
The main source of amusement for the land
lubbers was the regular occurrence of someone 
being toppled into the water. 

Three of the ponds were more than one cable 
drum length (1,000 yards) across. For the first of 
these the two lengths of cable were laid off line, 
with the joint made ashore opposite the mid point. 
Thereafter, the plan was to straighten up the line, 
with the cable still afloat, by hauling on the ends. 
This scheme did not work in the shallow water, 
since we could not keep sufficient tension along 
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the cable to prevent sagging between drums, and 
it fouled the big rocks on the bottom of the pond. 
A long and weary process of unhooking the cable 
ended by wading and carrying it by hand. For the 
other two big ponds, both over 4,000 yards, the 
jointers launched a new style Kon-Tiki expedition 
on a raft built to our specification (if one can caU 
a sketch on a plank of wood a specification) by 
the local people. The raft was 24 feet long, sup
ported the jointing tent, and was built with a 
special superstructure to produce the effect of 
a roof truss to achieve stiffness, necessary for the 
jointing work. On this the joints were successfully 
made. The law of cussedness operated in full 

measure for one of these joints when a strong 
wind blew up, and we found an inclusion about 
midnight by X-ray photograph necessitating 
re-moulding the joint on a rocking craft with 
waves lapping over it, during the dark hours. 

Two major rivers were crossed, the Sandy 
Harbour river, and the Duns river. The mechanical 
diggers just waded through the former and dug 
a trench six feet deep in the sandy bed. The 
second was notable for the very large bang pro
duced by the explosion of a couple of tons of 
dynamite that had been carefully placed in holes 
drilled five feet into the rock strata over which 
this river flows. 

Until the last three miles or so were reached, 
the cable route was anything from I 50 yards 
to a mile from the road, and this presented access 
problems for the equipment, and for the jointers 
and testers who had to carry in their moulding 



Ready for coble laying 

machines, electrical generators, brazing machines, 
40,000 volt testing machine and the X-ray camera 
in addition to all the familiar paraphernalia of a 
cable gang. Sometimes it was just carried by hand, 
sometimes driven part way in the water around 
the edge of a pond, sometimes carried in coolie 
fashion slung from poles. Except where streams 
had to be crossed, the most successful method 
used was to haul gear on a sledge pulled by a 
small tractor. It says much for the construction 
of the equipment that it withstood five months 
of such treatment without a fault. 

Bue at the far end of the route the road falls 
down from the 700-foot plateau along the side of 
a deep gorge, at the bottom of which runs the river 
to the sea at Terrenceville. Reluctantly, after 
considering the merits of continuing along the 
top among rocks rising to 900 feet, and then 
running down the cliff to the sea, or dropping 
down immediately to the river bed and putting 
the cable in the gravel banks, we decided co stick 
to the road; and so the cable was laid in a trench 
blown out of the cliff on the rock side of the road. 
This piece of route was quite expensive, but the 
result has been a vastly improved highway down 
to the village at which it ends. Cars now pass one 

another at most places along the road. Disposal 
of spoil along here presented no problem as it 
was simply pushed over the edge and fell away 
co the river. Back fill was obtained equally simply 
by pulling down material from above. In places 
the road is bridged across streams that come 
tumbling down the rocks from the high ground. 
Here the cable was turned away into the gully 
and buried deep in the rock under the water. 

And thus the cable arrived at Terrenceville 
cable hut, awaiting connexion to Sydney Mines 
across the sea in 1956. The first section of this 
sea cable was laid in 1955. It is a piece one 
nautical mile long, from the cable hut to a sand bar 
which stretches across for more than a mile, 
leaving only a small gap near the cliffs for the 
river to flow through, and enclosing a broad 
expanse of quiet shallow water at the top of the 
bay. Here the Terrenceviile people provided 
co-operation with their dories, which are small 
craft with narrow flat bottoms and straight sides, 
capable of carrying just over a ton. They are all 
painted bright yellow and look like the paper 
boats folded up by small boys; laterally they are 
rather unstable, but they turn up high fore and 
aft and are said to behave well in rough water 
if they can be kept head on to the waves. 

Since commercial fishing appears to be dying 
out in the small villages, presumably because of 
the difficulty of disposing of the catch co cold 
storage as demanded by modern standards, most 
of the people are unemployed and welcomed the 
work provided by the cable laying. 
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There was considerable feeling between the 
people of the three or four small villages near 
which the cable route passed if the contractor did 
not engage men in their home territory. The 
communities differ markedly one from another, 
one being people largely from Irish stock, strongly 
Roman Catholic, the next being mainly Pres
byterian from Scotland, and there are some whose 
forebears landed from France, whence came the 
discoverer of the island, Jean Cabot. The American 
plant superintendent who spent the summer with 
the team, helping with the work, hailed from 
South Carolina where, we believe, the climate is 
somewhat pleasanter than Newfoundland's. This 
gentleman remarked that he had no quarrel with 
the guy Cabot about finding the place, but why 
in h-1 did he not keep his so-and-so mouth 
shut about it ? 



During our time ou the experution, the admin
istrative requirements of the British Post Office 
were provided for by an officer attached from 
the Canadian Overseas Telecommunications 
Corporation who thereby relieved the engineers of 
many problems. In adrution, the weekly visits of 
the Manager from St. John's, besides fulfilling 
the official function of general contract supervision, 
were welcomed by everybody in that he came 
loaded with supplies of films and many other bits 
and pieces from "town". Undoubtedly his 
extremely broad and generous interpretation of 
his role contributed largely to the excellent 
spirits that were a feature of the work. Excellent 
relationships between all the people engaged were 
maintained throughout and were not marred by 
petty disputes. For our part, we perhaps looked 
forward to our task of dealing with tough Canadian 
contractors with a certain amount of trepidation; 
and there is some evidence that the contractor 
wondered how he would fare with a bunch of 
British civil servants as " Inspectors". It is fair 
to say that the contractor's project manager, an 
enormous genial man from Texas, matched his 
huge frame with an equally big heart and 
personality. 

Cros -country with the cable gang 
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Toking joint out of mould 

Towards the end of September ice began to 
appear at nights and we were glad that the work 
was drawing to a close. On the very day that the 
contractor planned to close down his camp, 
Hurricane "Jane" arrived from somewhere in 
the Atlantic and tore the place apart, overturning 
the huts and ripping the tents to shreds. 

We had the final meal outside in the gathering 
dusk and most of the contractor's key men set off 
for home on the night train from Goobies. 

The final stages of the back fill, and the tracing 
and clearing of a few faults on the light speaker cable 
that had been laid alongside the main cable were 
all that remained, and the party dispersed in twos 
and threes by air and sea over the following days. 

As we passed through Swift Current for the 
last time on the late September afternoon we 
contemplated the beauties of the spot now that 
the maple trees had turned to all their lovely 
colours. We thought of the first time that we had 
seen it, with the hills shrouded in mist, the water 
grey and cold, and snow all round. We had 
passed through, later, in tl1e heat of July, the 
water impossibly blue and inviting after the du�t 
of the roads. And now we were leaving behind a 
country that we had come to like, and friendly 
and simple folk-leaving, with a most satisfying 
sense of achievement, the results of a whole 
summer's work that was our contribution to the 
transatlantic telephone cable system. 



T1·a1isistor Materials 

A crJnJtal of german· 
ium • . .  "C r)'stol 
growing ia the moat 
delicate •tep of the 
whole process .. 

Transistors are amplifying devices using the 
special electrical conducting properties of some 
crystals. Tlzey are smaller and more efficient than 
thermionic valves, and can replace them in some 
applications in telecommunications. In the following 
article Mr. Carasso outlines some of the problems 
associated with the materials from which they are 
made; transistors themselves, and similar devices will 
be considered in a later article. 

T
HE INVENTION OF THE TRANSISTOR BY 

Bardeen and Brattain of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, in 1948, was immediately 

hailed as one of outstanding potential importance 
in the field of telecommunications. The magic 
with which the popular Press endowed the new 
device faded somewhat as its limitations became 
more generally appreciated, and the potentialities 
of the transistor are only now beginning to be 
realized in practice. The gap which must always 
exist between the invention of a new device and its 
satisfactory mass-application has proved longer 
with the transistor than was originally expected 
owing to the unusual chemical and metallurgical 
problems posed by the materials used. 

Transistor materials, among which germanium 
and silicon are at present the most important, 
belong to a class of substances known as semi
conductors. The well-remembered "cat's-whisker 
detector" of the early days of wireless is, perhaps, 

]. I. Carr1sso 

the most familiar example of the use in electronic 
devices of a semiconductor, in this instance 
galena, so patiently probed by so many enthusiasts. 
The development of radar, during the Second 
World War, caused a revival of interest in 
improved devices of this type and ultimately 
resulted in the invention of the transistor, a space 
and power-saving semiconductor triode which 
can perform many of the functions of the more 
familiar thermionic valve. 

Electronic Semiconductors 

Many elements and compounds form crystals 
in which the atoms are bound together in a fixed 
pattern (called a lattice) by a kind of chemical 
scaffolding consisting of pairs of electrons. Each 
atom contributes an equal number of electrons to 
the lattice framework, and these are shared 
symmetrically with the nearest atoms (four in 

silicon and germanium). In the pure materials at 
very low temperatures all these bonding or 
valence electrons are confined to the immediate 
vicinity of their parent atoms; no electrons are 
free to move, or therefore to carry electric current 
when an electric field is applied. The material thus 
behaves as a perfect insulator. 
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As the temperature is raised, however, the 
increasing thermal vibrations of the lattice are able 
to "shake" a small but increasing number of 
electrons free from their fixed locations. These 
electrons are now free to move under the influence 
of an applied electric field, and the crystal is no 
longer a perfect insulator. There is a further 
important result of this process. The site in the 
lattice where an electron (which carries a negative 
electrical charge) is missing behaves as if it were 
a mobile positive charge able to assist conduction, 
and is termed a "positive hole". Its mobility is 
caused by the ease with which electrons from 
successive neighbouring complete bonds are able 
to move in to fill the gap. Current flows in such 
materials, therefore, as a result of two processes : 
part of the current is carried by the freed (con
duction) electrons and the other part is due to the 
directed drift of an equal number of positive holes 
in the opposite direction. Materials of this type 
are known as intrinsic semiconductors. They 



differ from true metallic conductors in that, in the 
latter, the current carriers are all electrons, and 
their number is very much larger and is indepen
dent of temperature. 

It is possible to alter the number of electrons 
and positive holes in a sample of semiconductor 
by deliberately introducing certain impurities 
into the material. This process, known as "doping", 
is an essential part of the treatment of the 
material, as the completely pure, intrinsic semi
conductor is not generally suitable for direct 
incorporation into electronic devices. 

For example, if the crystal pattern of pure 
germanium is disturbed at some points by replac
ing a few germanium atoms by arsenic or antimony 
atoms, there is an excess of free electrons, since 
these impurities have five valence electrons 
per atom, of which only four can be accommodated 
in the chemical framework, the fifth being free to 
conduct electric current. Such material is known 
as "n-type germanium" (n for negative current 
carrier). 

Alternatively, if germanium is doped with 
gallium or indium, each of which has only three 
valence electrons per atom, there is an excess of 
positive holes, and the material is called "p-type" 
(p for positive current carrier). It should be 
stressed that the presence of any impurity with a 
number of valence electrons not equal to four will 
produce such effects. Hence, to produce devices 
of reproducible properties, it is necessary to 
purify germanium until it is electrically intrinsic 
and then to add carefully controlled amounts of 
the required impurities. This necessity has led 
to the refining of germanium to a degree never 
before achieved or even attempted, in the field 
of technology of solid materials, and has brought 
about many significant advances in the knowledge 
of physics and chemistry of solids. 

Production 

Germanium can now be produced so pure that 
only one atom in every lO,ooo million is not 

germanium. It is a rather brittle material with a 
steely lustre, and melts at 940 C. When its 
potential electronic uses were first appreciated it 
had been known to chemists for nearly 60 years 
yet, owing to its great rarity, it had remained 
very much of a chemical curiosity. The invention 
of the transistor, however, stimulated a search for 
cheap and abundant sources of germanium. In 
this country, such a source had been found in 
the flue-dusts of gas-works using certain types 

of coal, notably, coal from Durham and North
umberland, by the careful exploration of Morgan 
and Davies, of the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Chemical Research Laboratory in 1937· 
The traces of germanium had originally been assim
ilated in the tissues of the growing plants from 
which the coal was derived, and are again 
concentrated in the flue-dust to an extent which 
permits relatively cheap extraction of germanium 
compounds. 
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The germanium is extracted on a commercial 
scale by smelting the flue-dusts with coal, copper 
oxide and fluxes, whereby it is further con
centrated in the form of an alloy with copper, 
arsenic and certain other elements. Chemical 
purification is the next step ; the alloy is chemically 
dissolved and the solution is distilled so as to drive 
off the germanium and the arsenic in the form 
of their volatile chlorides, which are collected 
and separated by a further distillation. 

Chloride to Crystal 

The germanium chloride is converted first to 
germanium oxide, by treatment with distilled 
water, and next to an ingot of metallic germanium 
by heating the oxide in an atmosphere of pure 
hydrogen. Impurities which escape the chemical 
purification (a trace of arsenic, mainly) are still 
present in the ingot; its purity at this stage is 
very high if judged by ordinary fine chemical 
standards, but it is still hopelessly inadequate for 
transistor purposes. Further purification treatment 
therefore has to be carried out, using metallurgical 
recrystallization techniques. 

These require the use of special crucibles and 
highly purified atmospheres, to avoid contamina
tion. The most elegant method, and one which is 
almost universally used, is a technique known as 
"zone-refining" which has the effect of sweeping 
the impurities into the extremity of a long, narrow 
ingot, the remainder of which is left in a state 
closely approaching theoretically perfect purity. 

The germanium is now electrically intrinsic, 
and the final stages of making transistor material 
can begin. The doping impurity, usually antimony, 
is added in minute, controlled amounts to a melt 
of intrinsic germanium (a pin-head of antimony 
would be sufficient to dope several pounds of 
germanium). The doped melt is converted into a 
single crystal, to give the final product a physical 
perfection to match its chemical purity, by dipping 
a small "seed" rod of single-crystal germanium 
into the germanium, maintained at a temperature 



just above its melting-point, and very slowly and 
smoothly withdrawing the seed out of the melt by 
means of a geared-down electric motor. Under 
these conditions, molten material is pulled out 
of the melting-pot and solidifies as a continuation 
of the crystalline lattice of the seed. The figure 
shows a crystal of germanium grown by this 
method. Crystal growing is the most delicate 
step of the whole process, since the most carefully 
controlled experimental conditions, and con
siderable operator skill, are required to produce 
the flawless crystals which are necessary for 
satisfactory transistor performance. 

The experience gained during the development 
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of transistor germanium is being used in a search 
for silicon of comparable perfection, as this material 
offers the designer of electronic devices some very 
distinct advantages ; the most important of these 
is probably the ability of silicon devices to operate 
satisfactorily at higher ambient temperatures 
than germanium devices. Owing to the higher 
melting-point of silicon, however, and to its 
greater chemical reactivity towards crucible 
materials and gaseous atmospheres, the difficultie� 
associated with its refinement and crystallization 
are considerably greater, and have so far prevented 
silicon from challenging germanium as the most 
popular transistor material. 
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O
N THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1955, THE 
Independent Television Authority started 
broadcasting. The six months before this 

event had involved the London Telecommuni
cations Region-under the Engineering Depart
ment's guidance-in widespread activity providing 
vision and sound circuits between studios, 
switching centres and the new transmitter. 
Hitherto, for the B.B.C. television service, the 
permanent circuits provided by the Post Office 
comprised only short links between the larger 
centres such as Broadcasting House, Alexandra 
Palace and Lime Grove, and the longer links 
to the provincial transmitters, but the LT.A. 
organization is very much more widespread. 

In London a temporary transmitter has been 
erected for the LT.A. adjacent to Livingstone 
exchange; programme material is provided from 
Monday to Friday by Associated Rediffusion 
and on Saturday and Sunday by Associated 
Television. Each of these companies has set up 
its own switching centre for controlling programme 
continuity, and each has taken over a number of 
theatres and former film company studios which 
have been adapted to TV studios. 

A coaxial cable which was being provided for 
the new B.B.C. transmitter at the Crystal Palace 
has been extended to Livingstone exchange. 
Coaxial or balanced pair cables have been laid 
between the studios and the Post Office Network 
Switching Centre at Museum exchange, and to 

the Associated Rediffusion and Associated Tele
vision switching centres. Post Office repeater 
stations have been set up in the studios and 
switching centres, and intermediately at Western, 
Wembley, Ladbroke and Livingstone exchanges. 
Terminal equipment for this network has doubled 
the amount of equipment in the Network 
Switching Centre at Museum exchange and has 
added to the Post Office the responsibility for 
switching the link between the LT.A. transmitter 
and the appropriate programme contractor. It 
has been necessary to make the Post Office 
Repeater Station at Western exchange a secondary 
switching centre staffed by the L.T.R., and High
bury Studios a switching centre to be staffed by 
Associated Television. The lay-out as it exists 
at the moment is shown on the drawing. 

The LT.A. expects that commercial television 
will be operating in Birmingham by February, 
1956, and in Manchester by May, 1956. The 
London week-end programme contractor, 
Associated Television, will also be the week-day 
contractor in Birmingham ; week-end programmes 
in both Birmingham and Manchester being 
provided by A.B.C. Television and week-day 
programmes in Manchester by Granada. At 
first London and Birmingham will be linked by 
the radio equipment provided when the B.B.C. 
started programme transmission from Sutton 
Coldfield. Birmingham and Manchester will be 
linked by a new coaxial line system. Then, for 
instance, a programme originated by Associated 



Television in London may be relayed through 
A.B.C. Television to the transmitters at 
Birmingham and Manchester. 

Each programme company has a radio pick-up 
point for use with outside broadcasts. One is 
on a water tower at Campden Hill and linked to 
the Repeater Station at Western exchange; the 
other is at the top of some flats at Highgate and 
is linked to Highbury Film Studios. Other 
O.Bs arc routed into Museum by the L.T.R. 
outside broadcast group as required and thence 
extended to the appropriate switching centre. 

Meeting these requirements has involved 
laying 30 miles of coaxial cable and l 4 miles of 
balanced pair cable, with a total of So miles of 
vision pairs, and the provision of 5 miles of duct 
route through London's streets. Although the 
bulk of the cable was specially manufactured 
and laid by contract (incidentally increasing 
by l,ooo the ordinary telephone pair mileage) 
no fewer than 9,000 man-hours were expended 
by the L.T.R. external staff. The programme 
companies and I. T .A. had considerable building 
work to carry out before the Post Office could 
gain access to studios and switching centres; 
the first of these was available late in April 
but the last requiring service on the opening 
date was not available until the end of August. 
Associated Rediffusion's requirements were known 
reasonably early, but Associated Television's 
plan was not formulated until a very late stage, 
and the location of their network switching 
centre was not settled until the end of June. 
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The delay in gaining access to buildings ham
pered the termination of external cables and 
compressed the internal construction programme
which involved making up and installing more than 
100 racks of equipment taking 12,000 man-hours. 
Many of the panels mounted on the equipment 
racks were specially manufactured under Engi
neering Department arrangements. Delays in 
meeting delivery dates were causing increasing 
concern as the opening day approached, especially 
as after installation the Engineering Department's 
testing and lining up had to take place before 
circuits could be handed over to the renters. 
However, despite all the difficulties, all commit
ments were met. The vision circuits for Associated 
Rediffusion were handed over on September l I 

and those for Associated Television on 
September 16. Additional music equipment 
was also provided and nearly 200 special circuits 
on ordinary cable pairs for music, control and 
engineering purposes were provided for the 
opening of the service as well as the provision 
of the usual telephone facilities commensurate 
with a large-scale venture. 

Carrying out this installation programme at 
short notice involved a great deal of temporary 
work and the installation of permanent equipment 
may take another two years; but in the meantime 
more orders for circuits in the L.T.R. have been 
received and enquiries indicate that more arc 
contemplated from the London companies and 
from those that will be operating in the provinces 
as commercial television expands. 
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Telepho11e E.�t�lianf1e Pl11n11i11g 

in London 
C. 0. Hor11, /LSc., 

I
N COURSE OF TIME, AS WITH ANY OTHER 
expanding business, the telephone service 
requires new premises or extensions to existing 

ones. For a new shop, apart from the obvious 
requirement that it must be in the community 
from which its customers will come, the pro
prietor will aim to have it in an established shop
ping centre, with good frontage and window space, 
reasonable facilities for loading and unloading 
goods, and at a price which he feels justified in 
paying. Although price is equally important when 
planning a new telephone exchange, customers do 
not come to the "shop" but each subscriber must 
have cable wires from the exchange to his premises. 
Location must therefore be thought of in terms of 
the economics of the cable system that will go 
with the new exchange, and of the cost and ease 
of connecting the exchange to the main cable net
work of the whole country; convenience of access 
for the staff must also be borne in mind. 

A new automatic exchange equipped to serve 
10,000 subscribers may cost upwards of £400,000 
for site, building and equipment, exclusive of the 
line plant. It will be obvious, therefore, that 
extreme care must be exercised in deciding where 
it shall be built and the extent to which it will be 
equipped (short of 10,000 subscribers' require
ments) at opening; and in timing its opening date. 

As a first step it will suffice to say that Regional 
Headquarters sec the need to consider a new 
exchange from statistics provided in ordinary 
course by the Telephone Manager, from his special 
reports or from likely engineering and traffic 
requirements as visualized by the Engineering and 
Telephone Branches; and that the responsibility 
for recommending a new exchange to the Regional 
Director rests with the Telephone Branch. 

Such a recommendation is made only after con
siderable discussion and exploration between the 
Engineering and Telephone Branches, with the 
Staff and Buildings Branch being consulted if site 
acquisition has to be considered. A recommenda-

-t.C.G./., .l/././�.f. 

tion is, in effect, a composite one on which the two 
(or three) Branches arc agreed. In broad terms it 
will cover the area to be served by the new 
exchange, its size at opening and subsequent dates, 
its character (unit auto, non-director or director) 
and the location of the auto-manual board. 

But what sort of statistics does the Telephone 
Manager provide? What likely requirements 
cause the Engineering and Telephone Branches to 
initiate a full scale study? And just what planning 
is involved before and after making a recommenda
tion to the Regional Director ? 

Before answering these and other questions 
it should be noted that:-

1. An applicant may be waiting for stores, for 
labour to install his telephone, for exchange 
equipment (possibly including site and building), 
for line plant between his house and the ex
change-or for any conbination of these. 
Applicants living outside the area at present 
served by plant to the nearest exchange may 
be given service by providing new plant or by 
"out of area" service on another exchange at 
higher rental terms. But there is a temporary 
restriction on the amount of Jabour permitted in 
providing telephone service and, in consequence, 
some applicants who are waiting for this reason 
may need to wait until their number and need� 
justify a new exchange being built. 

2. There may be applicants within an existing 
exchange area, for whom a new exchange will 
be built and whose neighbours-already on the 
telephone-will be transferred to the new 
exchange. This involves an "Area Correction 
Transfer", which will be best understood bv 
reference to the diagram opposite. 

· 

The exchange "A" serves the area within the full 
line, with 5,000 subscribers at present and there 
is a current order list of 1,000 waiting applicants. 
The capacity of the building is such, say, that no 
more than 6,500 subscribers can be accommodated, 
and new applications arc being received at the rate 



of 500 per a1111w11. Obviously if the l,ooo 
applicants are connected immediately, the exchange 
will be exhausted in a year's time. 

It may happen, however, that 400 of the l,ooo 
applicants are in the shaded portion of the exchange 
area, where, say, 1,500 of the present subscribers 
live. There may also be applicants, say 300, in the 
area bounded by that portion of the doned line 
outside the full line boundary of exchange area A. 
The Engineering and Telecommunications 
Branches may recommend an area correction 
transfer of the subscribers in the shaded portion 
of exchange area A to a new exchange to serve the 
area bounded by the entire doned line. 

As a result, the new exchange would have to 
cater for l,500 existing subscribers to be trans
ferred, for 400 of A's 1,000 current applicants, 
and for 300 applicants already outside A's original 
boundary. The new exchange would thus need 
to be big enough for 2,200 subscribers (1,500 + 
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400 + 300) at opening, plus sufficient margin for 
growth. A recommendation to the Regional 
Director might therefore be on this basis-but the 
effect on exchange A with a then constricted area 
is not without significance. 

Exchange A will now need to cater only for the 
3,500 subscribers remaining after the Area 
Correction Transfer, and for the residual 600 
applicants proper to the constricted boundary 
(that is, 3,500 + 600 = 4,100 subscribers im
mediately); and for an annual growth which will 
conceivably be Jess than 500 per annum. There 
will thus be margin for 2,400 subscribers (6,500-
4,100), and for 6 years' growth at a reduced 
rate of say 400 applications per annum. In practice, 
it is doubtful whether such a big component as is 
represented by the shaded portion of the diagram 
would be "hived off" but the example chosen 
illustrates the principle involved while reducing 
the arithmetic to its simplest form. 

3500 E 

Exchonge oreo A 
Proposed exchonge oreo. 

Exchange A .-
E = existing lines 
W = woiting 

1 S OO E + 3500 E 
AOO W + GOO W = 

5000 E 
1000 w 
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Area Correction Transfers are an inevitable 
feature of an expanding telephone system but they 
are usually unwelcome to existing subscribers who 
suffer a change in the name of their exchange and 
telephone number. . . 

So much for general mtroductory pomts. Now 
to the reports, statistics and so on, which bring to 
light the need for a new exchange. 

It will be obvious that the current and expected 
rates of growth can be set against the amount of 
spare equipment which (u) exis�s (b) can be fittd 
into any spare apparatus space m the exchange or 
!c\ can be installed after vertical extension of the 
b�ilding or after its horizontal extension if there is 
site area to spare. From these the expect�d ex
haustion date can be worked out, that 1s, the 
desired "reaJv for service" date for an extension 
or for a new 'exchange. This is a matter for col
laboration between the Branches at Regional 
Headquarters; their study must obviously be a 
long term one for in the ifllerim a site may need 
to be acquired and building erected; equipment 
will have to be installed and tested, and !me plant 
may need to be laid. 

Sometimes exhaustion of the auto-manual board 
is a factor; that is, the switchboard work becomes 
more than the operators can handle and additional 
auto-manual positions cannot be accommodated 
within the existing switchroom. Auto-manual 
board loads arc constantly being watched by the 
Telecommunications Branch. 
External Factors 

A Telephone Manager may hear that a new 
industry is coming to a relatively untelephoned 
area, or that the plan for the creation of a satellite 
or expanded town has beer: announced. Matt�rs 
like these would prompt him to report the cir
cumstances to the Regional Director. 

In the London Telecommunications Region the 
effect of exhaustion dates, manual board loads and 
Telephone Managers' reports arc �tudied. by a 
Forward Planning Committee on which Engmeer
ing, Finance, Staff and Buildings and Telephone 
Branches are represented. 

No matter what "triggers off" perception of the 
need for a new exchange or for an extension, 
statistics from the Telephone Area play a most 
important part in the subsequent studi.es; in s�mc 
cases they suffice in themselves to brmg to light 
the need for specific future planning. Most of 
these statistics arc included in the "Development 
Forecasts" for the existing and potential exchange 
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areas concerned. These forecasts arc so important 
that quite a lot could be said about them, but in 
brief a development forecast is a forecast of the 
number of subscribers' connexions expected m an 
exchange area at 5, 10, I 5 and 20 years from the 
date of the forecast. 

From a development forecast it is possible to 
dccide:-

(i) The "theoretical centre" for a new ex
change: that is, the point from which the rnhle 
plant required to scn·c the. whole area . mil be 
the minimum. The theoretical centre 1' rarely 
a practicable one for it may come in, say, �he 
middle of a park, or on the site of an cxistmg 
building. But it leads to the Jctcrmination of the 
"practical centre": that is, the spot near the 
theoretical centre where a new exchange could 
be most convenientlv and economically linked 
with the national telephone network. From this 
latter starting point it is possible to work out 
the added cabling costs which would be entailed 
by building other than at the practical centre 
and to provide the Ministry of Works with an 
"area of search" within which to seek a suitable 
site. When alternative sites can be offered 
within an area of search the added cabling cosb 
can be put against site prices in reaching a 
decision as to which should be bought. 

(ii) The amount of equipmcn� to be provided 
at opening date, and in the ulumate, m a new 
exchange or extension. Size of s.ite and size 
of buildings are governed by the size of equip
ment ultimately required. 

(iii) The size and location of the territory 
involved in an area correction transfer. 

(iv) The dividing line when splitting an 
existing exchange area into two. 

(v) The plan for a new cable scheme or the 
extension of an existing one. 
From a development forecast and other data, 

it is possible to make a recommendation to the 
Regional Director for a new or extended exch.ange. 
If the forecast has been right, plannmg will be 
economical but it is still necessary to see that 
installation of the plant proceeds at economic 
periods and this is roughly covered as follows:-

(i) It is necessary to ensure that line pla�t 
will be available by the time the exchange 1s 

opened; actually its provision slightly i� advance 
of the equipment being ready for service 1s not 
without advantage. 

(ii) Ducts arc cheap and the greatest rro-



portionatc cost of a duct contract is in opening 
up the ground to lay the ducts. Usually, there
fore, sufficient duct is laid for the 20-vcar 
�ri�. 

. 

riii) Main cables-those immediately from 
the exchange-arc usually laid to meet no more 
than 5 or 8 years' growth. 

'-iv) Branch cables-those beyond the main 
cables-arc smaller and are usually laid to 
cater for 8 to 12 years' growth. 

·y) Distribution cables-those terminating at 
distribution points-are the smallest and can be 
put in more generously. In the London Tele
communications Region if the average growth 
on these is estimated to be less than eight lines 
per annum over the 20-year period the cables 
arc put in at the outset to meet the estimated 
20-year figures; if estimated growth over 20 
years averages over eight per annum the cables 
arc laid to meet five to ten year requirements 
onlv. 

,·�,.i) Flexibility, and thus a measure of reserve, 
is obtained by using the next larger size of cable 
in marginal cases. For example, if 125 pairs are 
justified, a 150 pair cable is laid (there being no 
12 5 pair cables) in preference to the next smaller 
size, which is 100 pair. Further flexibility comes 
through using cabinets and pillars; development 
schemes pay regard to these and to possible 
economy in cable sizes resulting from shared 
ser\'ice. i" 

.vii) Buildings large enough to meet the 
estimated 20-year requirements are erected; 
they should also be capable of a 100 per cent. 
increase in size over the 20-year requirement, 
bv vertical or horizontal extension. 

· ,\·iii) Site size is determined primarily by the 
size of building but provision has to be included 
for outbuildings, yard space and so on. En
deavour is always made to acquire a site double 
that dictated by the 20-year requirements of the 
building-but this cannot always be guaranteed. 

,ix) The equipment installed at opening is 
invariably less than will be required at the 20-
year period. The planning periods the L.T.R. 
aims to work to for equipment are as follows: 

For a new exchange 

Sufficient for opening, plus rack require
ments for the next 5 years and switch 
requirement for the next 4 years. 

t Sec article on .. Local Linc Plant Provision " by 
A. Morris in the February, 1950, Joumal. 

For all cxt.:11siv11 

Racks for a 5 year growth but switches for 
3 years only. 

Mu/tip!.: 

Whether for a new exchange or an exten
sion, is put in, invariably, in blocks of 200. 

So much for the broad considerations followed 
in planning for a new exchange. Development 
forecasting and all that goes with it warrant a 
separate article. In its present form it is based on a 

procedure recommended by a Study Group in 1935. 
and slightly modified in 1953. But it is now being 
reviewed and there may be some changes in the 
method of forecasting in the future. A separate 
article on development forecasting will be con
sidered when that review is completed. 

The timing involved in planning a new exchange 
and the planning which follows acceptance of a 
scheme are very important. 

Timing and Planning 

For any exchange area it is possible to produce 
at any time a chart of telephone lines against dates, 
which will look something like the diagram over
leaf:-

The four horizontal lines are important, for the 
points A, B, C and D indicate the dates by which 
(A) the existing equipment exhausts, (B) an 
equipment extension needs to be provided within 
the existing building, (C) a building extension will 
be required and (D) a new exchange will be re
quired-and the size of the required extensions. 
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The need for an equipment extension at A (1960) 
must be appreciated sufficient years ("x") before 
196o for planning to be carried out, the necessary 
equipment to be ordered, put into a financial year's 
programme, installed, tested and ready in 1960-
not in 1961 or later. This is not easy to achieve and 
it is still more difficult for C and D where building 
extension and new sites are respectively needed in 
addition to the equipment to go with them. 

In a large multi-exchange territory (such as 
London) where a new exchange may conceivably 
affect two or even three adjacent Telephone 
Managers' Areas, deciding what will be the value 
of "x " in "x years before year 'A'" (1960 in the 
diagram) is dependent on what is going to be done 
at adjacent exchanges, what Area Correction 
Transfers are in mind, and what time can be 
gained by displacing any engineering staff (who 
need not imperatively be housed at an existing 
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exchange) to rented or other exchange accom
modation. 

In the London Telecommunications Region 
the Telephone Branch representatives of the 
Forward Planning Committee, with the Area 
Traffic Division, review quarterly every exchange 
area in each Telephone Manager's area. They 
know in some detail what is contemplated or 
planned for the Area (and Region) as a whole and, 
by studying the development forecasts, exchange 
capacity schedules and other information, are able 
to pick out which exchanges need "initiating" 
action at a forthcoming quarterly meeting of the 
Forward Planning Committee. In effect they work 
out what figure "x" years needs to be, and are 
able to submit individual cases to the Committee 
at a meeting "x" years before the required "ready 
for service" date. (With the current drive on the 
order list and the considerable emphasis this is 
throwing on sites and buildings work it has 
recently been necessary to work in terms of 
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"x · '-- r" years owing to building dates receding 
and delay in publication of those County Develop
ment Plans in which designated sites for exchange 
buildings are still being considered by the County 
planning authorities.) With the injection of a new 
case into the work of the Forward Planning Com
mittee, and approval by the Regional Director of a 
recommended outline scheme, final planning can 
proceed. 
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Final Planning (in London) 

Assuming that the site exists, has been acquired 
by purchase, or is assured as the result of designa
tion under the Town and Country Planning Acts, 
the next requirement is the building. Nearly all 
branches at Regional Headquarters play their part 
in preparing a "Schedule of Requirements" which 
is an essential preliminary for the Ministry of 
Works. 

The Telephone Manager first provides a 
"schedule of accommodation" which quotes the 



number of operators to be employed, the number 
of switchboards, the amount of clerical space 
required and the like. He associates a traffic form 
giving traffic design data ; for example, multiple 
requirements, busy hour calling rate, dependent 
exchanges and so on. From these the Engineering 
Branch calculates the quantity of apparatus 
required item by item and thus the area required 
for each type of equipment-power, batteries, 
meters and automatic apparatus. The Branch adds 
particulars of the essential engineering staff to be 
accommodated, that is, those essential to the run
ning and maintenance of the finished exchange; 
they allow for test desks and switchrooms, col
laborating with and using data supplied by the 
Telephone Branch. The Staff and Buildings 
Branch next works out and adds the welfare 
requirements to complete the "Schedule of 
Requirements". 

It is the responsibility of the Ministry of Works' 
architect to provide preliminary sketch plans 
(P.S.Ps) to meet the requirements of the schedule 
in a building within the site area he has available. 
Approval of the P.S.Ps in principle is next sought 
from all the interested Branches, the Telephone 
Manager and the staff associations. After approval 
of the P.S.Ps the architect prepares final sketch 
plans (F.S.Ps) which incorporate any modifications 
suggested to the P.S.Ps; on approval by the Region 
of the F.S.Ps he proceeds to working drawings, 
(W.Ds) and to the building contract and in due 
time he hands over the building as "ready for 
equipment". By the F.S.P. stage, however, the 
Finance Branch has come into the picture and 
financial authority is obtained for the building .... 

Working very precisely, the Engineering Branch 
would need to make elaborate calculations from 
the data it has been given to determine the floor 
areas required for each type of equipment (racks, 
selectors, meters and so on), and a drawing office 
job would bP- entailed in converting these into room 
sizes as a preliminary to completing the schedule 
of requirements. Recently, however, it has been 
possible to save time in the L.T.R. by preparing 
tables from which the floor areas can be read off 
against the expected multiple size for different busy 
hour calling rates. These tables have been com
piled from the figures used in existing L.T.R. 
exchanges, separate tables being prepared for 
director exchanges of 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 

• Mr. Horn's article" B.fore the Building Starts-" 
in the November, r954-January, r955,Jounzal dealt with 
this subject. 

multiple, for non-director exchanges of 1 ,ooo to 
7,000 multiple (in steps of r,ooo multiple), for the 
rack quantities in each of these categories, and for 
the additional allowance for manual boards. 

With the knowledge that a building is in a build
ings programme year and that it will have such and 
such a "ready for equipment" date it falls to the 
Telephone Branch to ensure that the equipment 
contract will be let in time for the desired "ready 
for service" date to be met. Each year the Tele
phone Branch of the L.T.R. prepares a programme 
of the extensions and new exchanges to be ordered 
for each of the three financial years ahead. This is 
converted at Post Office Headquarters into a 
tentative national three year programme; but limita
tions on the total value of orders and on the building 
programme lead to adjustments which take account 
of the degree of urgency between the Regions. 

Agreeing the Programme 

Eventually Headquarters officers visit each 
Region, discuss the requirements of the first 
year of the Region's modified three year pro
gramme and agree which cases are to be included 
as orders in the next financial year. (The degree 
of modification to a Region's original "bid" will 
affect its second year requirements-which, one 
year later, become the first year of the subsequent 
three year programme.) The agreed programme is 
converted, in consultation with the Engineering 
Branch, into "Regional contract" dates and the 
Engineering Branch then draws up the respective 
equipment specifications in their required order for 
placing equipment contracts. Preparing each 
specification is a complicated process but is not 
unlike some of the work done in connexion with 
the schedule of requirements. Floor areas are not 
now required, but this time the number of racks, 
selectors, meters and other apparatus has to be 
calculated, not as for the 20-year requirements 
(which determined the building size) but for the 
smaller quantities required at the opening date. 

Such then is an overall picture-without too 
much detail-Qf the considerations which affect 
the building of a new exchange and the planning 
which has to be gone through in the L.T.R. 
The right note to end on, seems to be that even 
agreed plans have to be amended from time to 
time to keep pace with policy changes or technical 
developments; and that the L.T.R. Forward 
Planning Committee is even now taking the first 
look at exchanges which may not be required until 
some time after 1970. 
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Hotels 

TN OUR MAY ISSUE, .\/R. McGANN DISCUSSED 
l telephone service for Government departments, 

following the report of a study group on service 
in hotels and Government departments. Below, 
he discusses the second su�iect of the report. 

The quality of the service given by hotels' private 
branch exchanges is very much a matter for the 
hotel management, but the Post Office can do a 
great deal to help hotel managers to plan and use 
their telephone arrangements to the best advantage. 
London hotels have a constantly changing popula
tion of all nationalities; the question is-do visitors 
find the telephone service completely satisfactory ? 

At the instigation of the Postmaster General, the 
British Travel and Holidays' Association agreed to 
write a personal letter to the managements of the 
principal hotels catering for overseas visitors. This 
letter said that the telephone switchboard, although 
it is not seen, is, in a sense, the hotel's shop window, 
and managements were urged to see that the service 
given is worthy of their hotels. The letter went on 
to say that the visitors' impression of the telephone 
in this country must be based on the service they 
get in the hotels where they are staying. A list was 
enclosed of "Ten Golden Rules for P.B.X. 
Operators'', the first of which is "Your hotel will be 
judged by your voice and manner. Speak 
pleasantly, courteously and distinctly". The rules 
were published in several trade journals. 

This initial approach to selected hotels was a 
good beginning and the study group followed by 
arranging visits-which were well received-to 
survey the telephone arrangements at 46 London 

hotels. Most of the hotels have P.B.Xs in the range 
r-4 positions and the majority have between 100 
and 1,100 bedrooms. At about a third there is a 
telephone supervisor. 

In general the hotel P.B.X. staff conditions are 
comparable with those of Post Office employment. 
Length of duty appears to be about the same as for 
Post Office telephonists. Late evening and week
end duties are probably more frequent, but to the 
operators the "romanticism" of hotel life seems to 
offset these disadvantages. 

The training of hotel P.B.X. operators is limited 
to a short course arranged by either the hotel or the 
Post Office. An hotel manager can send a newly 
recruited operator to a Post Office course of 
instruction free of charge. The study group thought 
that this service might be made more widely known 
and some of the hotels have already been asked if 
they would be willing to send their operators 
regularly to Post Office controlled refresher training 
classes designed solely for hotel operators. 
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At some of the hotels the extension numbers in 
the bedrooms are the same as the room numbers, 
an arrangement which simplifies the P.B.X. operat
ing and the charging for telephone calls on the 
guests' accounts. Nearly all the hotels without this 
arrangement were ready to adopt it. The trouble is 
that a Post Office charge is involved in making the 
change, but in view of the service advantages there 
may be room for considering whether the charge 
can be abandoned. 

One of London's principal hotels is equipped 
with bedside telephones with an inset electric clock 



and four press buttons for domestic service -
valet, chambermaid, waiter, servants' quarters. 
Three of these services are represented pictorially 
below the buttons for the benefit of foreign visitors 
who might otherwise have language difficulties. 
The equipment is ideally suited to the needs of the 
luxury hotel where staffing costs and staff recruit
ment are not major problems. Thjs particular type 
of bedside telephone is in use in only one hotel in 
thjs country, and after twenty years it is still giving 
excellent service. 

Consideration of parallel telephone extensions to 
the bathroom introduced the study group to the 
more intimate domestic responsibilities of hotel 
management. Visicors have been very impressed 
with chis facility because che noise of the bathroom 
shower may cause the bedroom telephone bell to be 
inaudible and an important call may be delayed or 
ineffective. 

The telephone administrations of Paris, Brussels 
and New York were asked if they could give infor
mation on a number of questions affecting hotel 
telephone facilities. The information sought was 
given willingly and fully but it djd not introduce 
any new line of thought or offer any information 
about facilities not already considered by the British 
Post Office. Many visitors from abroad are not 
familjar with the telephone system in this country 
and it seemed to be a new thought to the foreign 
celephone administrations that a small booklet 
might be produced setting out the facilities avail
able and how they could be obtained. The booklet 
-or card folder, or both-would supplement the 
information in the directory preface and would also 

Hotel bcd,idc telephone with inset clock and �crvicc 
press button� 

---..___ 

PRr·t of the cnll office suite at the Dorchester Hotel 

be useful to hotel managers and to their P.B.X. 
operators. 

It is in the interests of hotel management that 
dial centre labels, the telephone cords and general 
condition of the bedroom or other extensions should 
be regularly inspected. A few hotels print their own 
labels and make the replacements. But unless items 
of wear and tear-as well as faults, which put an 
extension out of use-are reported to the engineer
ing staff no attention is normally given to these 
things until a fault requires a visit to the room by 
the faultsman. When a guest vacates a room the 
hotel staff inspect the room, remove bed linen and 
so on; when this is being done it should not be 
difficult for the same staff to inspect the extension 
telephone, test the line to the switchboard and 
report any items which need to be renewed. 

A fault which occurs on a bedroom telephone 
extension line on Friday evening may not be cleared 
before Monday morrung. A business executive with 
a lot of work to do at the week-end may be very put 
out by a fault on his extension line, and it is not 
atisfactory for the management to have to move a 

guest to another room so that he can use the tele
phone. These conditions are very different from 
those at a business house which closes down for 
part or the whole of a week-end. It is only infre
quently that the need for special attention arises but 
when it does, a good impression may be left in the 
mind of, say, an influential overseas buyer if the 
telephone is put right with the least possible delay. 

The daily traffic peaks at London hotels occur 
between 8.30 and 10.30 in the morning-usually 
later at the luxury hotels-and between 5 in the 



Training London hotel P.B.X. operators nt the Post 
Office Training School 

afternoon and 7 in the evening. Business men make 
most calls; tourists make fewer. Sometimes a 
business visitor gives the P.B.X. operator first 
thing in the morning a long list of twenty or thirty 
telephone numbers and asks that the calls be con
nected in quick succession. 

Sometime ago the then Assistant Postmaster 
General suggested to business men they should test 
the quality of their telephone service by ringing 
their office from an outside telephone. Some test 
calls made to London hotels showed that the time 
taken by P .B.X. operators to answer calls is generally 
not unsatisfactory, but that about one in four of all 
incoming calls from the public network might be 
better handled-usually because the operator 
failed to repeat the caller's requirements or to keep 
him informed of the progress of the call. 

Travelling supervisors regularly visit the hotel 
P.B.Xs to advise on the service-they can do no 
more-but it may well be that something more is 
needed particularly at the larger hotels where, in 
total staff and number of positions, the P.B.X. is 
comparable with a small public exchange. Problems 
of the telephone service might, for example be 
reg�larly discussed with the hotel manage; by 
seruor traffic or sales officers. This would enable 
the Post Office to keep in closer touch with an 
important body of public and overseas opinion and 
help to promote the interest of London's increas
ingly thriving tourist business. The first lecture 
on the subject of "The Telephone Service" has 
already been given to hotel management trainees at 
the Westminster Technical College. 
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In outline some of the other subjects examined 
by the study group were these. Directory enquiries 
made by guests should, as far as possible, be 
handled by the hotel staff. Cloth-bound directories 
might be supplied instead of, and to the same value 
of, paper-covered copies. The advice of Telephone 
Managers might be sought about combining the 
operating with other work at small hotels. The 
forms used in telephone exchanges for recording 
the results of routine tests can be used with advan
tage by the P.B.X. operators at the larger hotels. 
Messages for guests are best taken at a point away 
from the switchboard. 

The study group was forestalled on one point of 
investigation which concerns the larger hotels. 
Consideration was already being given to an 
arrangement for using a P.A.X. or a P.A.B.X. No. 2 
as an auxiliary to an existing P.M.B.X. installation
this would give automatic intercommunicatio� 
between, say, the executives and the staff of the 
hotel. The automatic extension users would have 
direct outgoing dialling facilities into the public 
network, but all calls made by guests would have 
to go through the manual board. 

The lush splendour of London's luxury and first
class hotels can rarely, if ever before, have formed 
the background to the deliberations of a prosaic 
official study group. For fleeting visionary moments 
the mind wander�d, but these fugitive thoughts at 
least helped to point out the directions in which the 
telephone service could best contribute to the 
common aims of service and to the country's 
valuable tourist business. 

P.B.X. Switchbo3rd at the Regent P:ilacc Hotel 



Post Otnce Fina11ce-A11 Outli11e 

E. u:-. Shepherd 

A
NY STUDENT OF POST OFFICE AFFAIRS MUST 

soon become aware of the complexities of 
the financial background to them, and 

nowhere will he strike more difficulty than in the 
telecommunications field. Fundamentally, these 
complexities are the direct consequence of the 
dual nature of the Post Office, at once Government 
department and public utility. 

There is no doubt that Parliamentary accounting 
requirements complicate our affairs. It is, 
however, something we must accept ; and it is 
the purpose of this article to shed a little light on 
some of the obscurities. Our finances involve 
three different concepts which we may describe 
as cash, commercial and capital investment. 
These headings are not mutually exclusive, but it 
is convenient to deal with them separately to some 
extent. Each has its importance : each, indeed, 
has a realm within which it is paramount. 

Cash Position 

Under this head we are concerned solely with 
finding the money to meet all our expenses and with 
disposing of the money we collect from the public. 
(We need consider here only Post Office business 
proper, leaving out of account services such as 
payment of National pensions and sale of National 
Insurance stamps, which we handle purely as agents 
of other Government departments.) It would be 
convenient in many ways if we could use the 
money we collect to pay our expenses as they 
arise, but as a Government department under the 
control of Parliament we must conform with the 
rules governing Exchequer accounting. These 
rules require in general that expenditure must be 
authorized by Parliament and that all expenses 
must be met from money issued out of the 
Exchequer under Parliamentary control. Cash 
income, on the other hand, must normally be paid 
straight into the Exchequer. Meticulous account 
has to be kept of these two separate streams of 
money flowing simultaneously out of and into the 
Exchequer to and from the Post Office. The shape 
of this system as it applies to Post Office affairs 
is outlined in the following paragraphs. 

V ate: The bulk of Post Office cash require
ments is met from Vote; that is to say, the money 

is voted by Parliament under what is known as 
Parliamentary Supply procedure. This requires 
submission of a detailed Estimate each year, and 
keeping expenditure within the limits authorized. 
At the end of the year the actual spending is 
accounted for and compared with the Estimate 
in an Appropriation Account, which is sub
sequently scrutinized on behalf of Parliament by 
the Public Accounts Committee. Voted money 
provides essentially for all our requirements except 
expenditure on capital account, dealt with in the 
succeeding paragraph. It should be particularly 
noted that Renewals as well as Maintenance are 
charged to Vote. 

Expenditure on Capital Account: One activity, 
and one alone, of the Post Office is not financed 
from Vote, but is charged to capital (or "Loan") 
account. The work concerned is that which adds 
capacity to the Post Office system by way of 
buildings, additional blocks of exchange equip
ment, cables and so on. It is important to note 
that additional capacity is the test. Of two precisely 
similar cables newly laid, one replacing an earlier 
type carrying an identical number of circuits and 
the other laid on a new route; the first will be paid 
for from Vote and the second from Loan. Of 
course, most works both replace old capacity and 
expand it, and then an apportioning process 
determines the charges to Vote and Loan re
spectively. 

Money Acts: The money needed for expenditure 
on capital account as defined above is provided 
under the authority of a Money Act, and not by 
the normal Parliamentary Supply procedure in

volved in the case of Vote. Post Office Money 
Acts, which are passed every two years or so, 
authorize the Treasury to issue up to a certain 
sum out of the Consolidated Fund (which may be 
regarded for this purpose as meaning the Ex
chequer). The Act also empowers the Treasury to 
borrow, if desired, to raise the money required, 
and it is to this part of the provisions that we owe 
the familiar term "Loan". Whether Exchequer 
borrowing is resorted to or not, the amounts issued 
to the Post Office are repaid in the form of 
annuities charged on the Post Office Vote. This is 
not much more than a book-keeping transaction. 



The effect is that over a period ot years (normally 
20) the amounts spent on capital account arc con
verted to Vote charges. 

There arc, of course, accounting rules governing 
the spending of money provided under Money 
Act authority, but they are less stringent than those 
governing Vote. In particular it is unnecessary to 
secure Parliamentary authority for the precise 
amount of money required in a given financial 
year, although an account of the actual spendings 
has to be furnished to Parliament. The account 
concerned is published in a table at the end of the 
Appropriation Account for the year. 

Relation to f..'ational Budget and Acco1111ts: The 
transactions described above all take their place 
in the National Accounts. Post Office Vote 
expenditure and Cash Revenue both find their 
place in the Chancellor's Budget statement "above 
the line"-that is to say, as part of the nation's 
income and expenditure on current account. The 
funds provided under Money Acts, on the other 
hand, represent a draft on the nation's capital 
resources and are accordingly treated as below-the
line expenditure. The figures concerned may be 
traced in the published Financial Statements and 
Finance Accounts of the United Kingdom. 

Commercial Accounts 

General Purpose: It will be apparent from the 
description already given that a true picture of the 
Post Office as a business cannot be formed from 
the cash transactions of any one year. On the one 
hand, a great many services are rendered to the 
Post Office (for example, by the Stationery Office 
and Ministry of Works) for which no cash charge 
is borne on Post Office funds. On the other hand, 
the Post Office renders many services, particularly 
in the postal field, to other Government depart
ments who make no cash payment for them. 
Moreover, the conventional period over which 
capital account expenditure is amortized in the 
form of annuity payments from Vote, as described 
above, has no necessary connexion with the rate at 
which Post Office assets are being consumed. It 
is essential, therefore, to have a set of accounts 
comparing for each year the cost incurred in pro
viding services with the income derived from them 
(whether or not received in cash). Only on such 
a basis can we determine whether we are paying 
our way, both generally and as regards particular 
services. 

This is the function of the Commercial 
Accounts. They arc fundamentally similar to the 

accounts which would be prepared by a trading 
concern not required to conform to the specialized 
cash requirements of Parliamentary Accounts. 
Some of the ingredients in the Commercial 
Accounts do, of course, correspond with Vote 
expenditure, and the Balance Sheet duly reflects 
Money Act expenditure, but in other respects 
there arc important differences from the Cash 
Account. 

Relationship of Co111111ercial Accounts to Cash 
Accounts: A reconciliation between the Cash 
figures and their Commercial counterparts will be 
found at the end of the published Commercial 
Accounts volume (sec page 50 of the 1954-55 
Accounts). The principal features of the Com
mercial, as compared with the Cash presentation. 
arc: 
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(a) The allowances made for services rendered 
to or by other Departments without pay
ment. 

(h) The substitution of interest and depreciation 
charges for annuities. 

(c) The exclusion of Renewals as a Charge 
against the year's revenue (they are, of 
course, debited in the depreciation account). 

(d) The charging of pension liability on existing 
staff instead of current pension payments to 
former employees. 

Post Office Capital: The total sum spent on 
additions to the Post Office system in a year may 
be expected to result in a corresponding expansion 
of the prime cost of Post Office assets shown in the 
Balance Sheet. We find, indeed, that this is so, 
subject to some small adjustments, the principal 
of which is that, whereas the Money Bill provisions 
represent the gross value of assets added, there are 
also in any given year some assets permanently 
displaced and the growth in the Balance Sheet 
figure will, therefore, be a net one. 

It is convenient here to note in more detail one 
of the important divergences between cash and 
commercial treatment of the same subject. In 
the cash field we have seen that the Money Act 
advances are repaid by means of annuities. But this 
so-called repayment is merely from one Exchequer 
pocket to another. The Post Office itself con
tinues to enjoy the use of all the capital which 
has been advanced to it, its assets remain in being, 
either in their original or in a renewed form 
indefinitely. In the Commercial Accounts we 
therefore charge ourselves with interest in per
petuity on all our capital. Our situation is thus 



akm to that of a commercial concern employing 
borrowed capital which, normally, it never repays. 

Depreciation: Since any asset in current use is 
being consumed at a rate corresponding with its 
useful life, it is necessary to charge in the accounts 
not only interest on the original capital value but 
also depreciation. The necessary provisions are 
credited to a separate depreciation account. To 
this account are charged Renewals of plant as they 
arise; but since the amount of plant falling due for 
replacement in a given year reflects the size of the 
system many years earlier, the cost of Renewals, 
in an expanding system, will tend to be a good 
deal less than current depreciation charges. There 
is thus a sizeable balance in the account, which, 
for the time being, is at the disposal of the 
Exchequer in the capacity, as it were, of our 
Banker. This balance earns interest, so offsetting 
to some extent the interest charged on the prime 
cost of our assets. 

In short, the same effect is produced as if we 
had reinvested the balances in our business and 
borrowed that much less new money for develop
ment. 

It will now be seen to be logical that when 
Renewals are incurred they should be financed 
from the Exchequer via Vote, since we have already 
provided for them in past depreciation contri
butions. The corresponding effect in the Com
mercial Accounts is the raising of a charge against 
the depreciation fund. 

Capital Investment 

We turn now to the third concept. Capital 
investment, in the special sense attached to that 
term for the purpose of the controls which have 
applied since the war to all public bodies, is the 
measure of our consumption of plant and man
power on the creation of assets. Thus it excludes 
all expenditure on maintenance, or on the handling 
of traffic or other costs needed to keep the machine 
running from day to day. The question arising 
each year is how much of the national resources 
can be devoted to longer-term needs, and how 
much must be allowed to produce goods and 
services for current consumption. Against this 
national background the Post Office can obtain its 
share only in competition with the corresponding 
needs of other bodies. 

The fundamental problem is to determine at 
what rate we can afford, in the national economic 
sense, to expand and renew our long-lived assets. 

Of course, capital investment has to be measured 
in money terms, although its purpose is primarily 
a physical one. The total ranking as investment 
consists essentially of expenditure on capital 
account, plus expenditure on Renewals (because 
Renewals consume the same kind of resources, 
and create the same kind of assets, as expenditure 
on capital account). 

Some confusion occasionallv arises from the fact 
that "Renewals" for capital investment purposes 
is not the same as the Renewals charged against 
depreciation in the Commercial Account. The 
reason is that "shifting" of existing plant, which 
arises very largely in the course of works of con
struction, ranks as capital investment, but, since 
it does not involve the renewal of the plant con
cerned, is charged as year-to-year expenditure 
(under the heading of Maintenance) in Post Office 
accounting. In the opposite direction a book
keeping adjustment, included in Renewals in the 
Post Office accounts and representing the writing 
down to scrap value of recovered stores, has no 
place in capital investment. 

The White Paper 

Readers of the Telecommunications Journal will 
be familiar with the White Paper (Cmd. 9576) on 
Post Office Development and Finance, a summary 
of which appeared in the Autumn, 1955, issue. 
This provides for some novel features to be 
introduced into Post Office financial procedure. 

In the first place, it embodies a return to the 
Bridgeman concept of self-contained Post Office 
finance. This means that once the Post Office has 
paid its way in commercial terms, including the 
payment of a fixed £5 million contribution to the 
Exchequer (broadly the equivalent of taxation 
which, as a Government department, the Post 
Office does not bear in cash), any residual surplus 
may be retained. 

Any such surplus is, in effect, deposited with 
the Exchequer, and interest is added to it. There
after it is available to the Post Office in future 
years for such purposes as the improvement of 
services or for covering rising costs. 

It will be appreciated that such a surplus would 
not confer any title to an increase in the Post 
Office share of capital investment, but the benefit 
of the new arrangement is a very real one although 
it carries with it corresponding obligations. Any 
additional expenditure incurred must now be 
fully matched by additional revenue earned; the 



Post Office, therefore, bears even fuller responsi
bility than before for fixing its prices at rates 
which cover cost. 

Secondly, the White Paper provides for in
creased depreciation contributions to be made, by 
basing provisions on the present-day worth of the 
assets instead of on their value at the time when 
they were installed. This ensures that the con
sumer pays for capital assets just as he docs for 
day-to-day expenditure; that is, at the true rate, 
measured at current prices, at which he is using 
them up. In due course, this additional money will 
go a substantial way towards meeting the higher 
costs of renewal when assets fall to be replaced. 
Meanwhile, to the extent that we do not immedi
ately need to draw upon our depreciation provi
sions, they serve to reduce the amount of borrowing 
which the Exchequer has to undertake for Post 
Office needs, with a consequent saving of interest 
charges to the Post Office customer. This is the 
meaning of paragraph 21 of the White Paper, 
which shows that, of some £300 million needed in 
the next three years for capital investment expendi
ture (including, of course, Renewals, etc.), not 
much more than half will need to be raised as new 
money by the Exchequer, the remainder being 
derived from depreciation provisions in the same 
period. 
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Appareils et Installations TC/cgraphiques, by 
D. Faugeras (Editions Eyrolles, Paris, frs. 3,900) 
is a practical handbook giving a detailed exposition 
of the French telegraph system. 

The reader will need to appreciate that in the 
symbol for a battery the short thick stroke 
represents the positive pole, while in teleprinter 
systems "repos" relates to stop polarity (mark). 

It is questionable whether four chapters 
describing the Morse-Wheatstone, Step-by-Step, 
Hughes and Baudot systems serve a useful purpose, 
for these have been fully described in earlier books. 
Four chapters devoted to teleprinters relate 
primarily to Sagem instruments. The author also 
refers to Creed machines, though mainly to the 
obsolete No. 3 and only briefly to the No. 7 and 
No. I I (47) models. 

Reference to power plant is limited to rectifier 

units. In the same chapter M. Faugeras includes a 
survey of the derivation of circuits-physical, 
phantom, and V.F. (A.M. and F.M.). In one 
chapter the author describes a wide variety of 
relay-repeaters, owing to the extensive use of 
central battery and single-current working. An 
interesting chapter on maintenance includes 
distortion measuring sets (synchronous and 
start-stop) and margin testers concluding, some
what oddly, with regenerative repeaters. Transit 
problems arc discussed with descriptions of 
rcpcrforator switching (tape relay). The most 
interesting and topical chapter deals with switch
ing, including an account of the system being 
installed using keyboard selection. 

The book ccncludcs with a chapter combining 
submarine and radio telegraphy, the latter referring 
to Hell, Verdan and Van Duuren systems, and 
one on facsimile, largely theoretical, but with 
brief references to phototelegraph and dircct
recording apparatus. 

The author invariably gives the dearest descrip
tion of fundamental principles, and advances 
arguments for adopting particular methods. The 
print and the diagrams are particularly clear, hut 
captions would have been useful. R.N.R. 

.. F.M. EXPLAINED". By £. A. W. Spreadbury, Tcch111cal Editor of 
"��.'irelc:s-and Electf'CDI Trader". 37 pp. Price 2s. 6d. Published bv 
Trader Publishing Co. Lrd., Dorset House, St;im(ord Str<'et, London, S.£.1. 
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The inauguration of the B.B.C's Very High 
Frequency, Frequency Modulation broadcasting 
service last year brought new techniques and 
problems into the servicing of domestic broad
casting receivers, and this booklet deals with 
frequency modulation primarily from the radio 
servicing point of view. 

The first chapter, after a brief history of fre
quency modulation, bivcs a lucid and non-mathe
matical explanation of the basic principles, with 
the aid of very clear diagrams. L:ner chapters deal 
with the various features of frequency modulation 
receiver design. The author discusses the separate 
stages of a receiver and the circuit arrangements 
and special components of combined A.M.-F.M. 
receivers, and covers in detail the problcm3 of 
frequency modulation detectors or discriminators. 
The final chapter deals with t!ic alignment of 
receivers using both visual and non-visual methods. 

The book is a useful introduction to F.M. 
techniques, and gives a particularly welcome 
account of current practice in F.M. broadcast 
receivers. G.F.S. 
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T
HE ENEMIES OF THE EXTERNAL PLANT 
engineer arc many and varied. Some are 
serious, while others arc trivial and merely 

a nuisance. Included among them are the natural 
hazards of gales, blizzards, snow, ice, fog, rain, 
flooding and lightning storms, which in their 
varying degrees of severity disrupt communication 
lines and isolate telephone exchanges. Fortunately, 
however, damage by the elements can be consider
ably reduced by careful design and selection of the 
materials used and by the methods of construction 
adopted. 

Forty years ago, when most telephone and 
telegraph lines were overhead, snow and ice, as in 
the storms of 1916, could disrupt communications 
over large areas for many weeks. Since then much 
plant has been placed underground, and while 
winter's storms can still cause some embarrass
ment, the vulnerability of external plant in general 
is very much less. However, underground plant is 
not entirely free from other hazards. One of its 
worst enemies is corrosion, which attacks ruthlessly 
and silently, and it often strikes where it hurts 
most-at the long distance lines of communication. 

Corrosion 

Most of the common metals are extracted from 
ores found in the earth, which are refined and 
processed for industrial purposes. If a metal thus 
extracted is left expo cd without protection of any 
kind it will rust or corrode, and a remarkable 
resemblance is found between the corrosion 
products of the metal and the mineral form in 
which it is found in nature. Corrosion appears to 
be almost a reversion of the metal to its natural 
mineral state. Only for the "noble" metals, such as 
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gold and silver, is the metallic state natural and 
stable. 

Telephone cables are normally sheathed in lead, 
which is very durable by comparison with some 
other metals, but corrosion of lead-covered cables 
costs the Post Office over £soo,ooo a year. 

If telephone cables are ro work effectively, 
moisture must not be allowed to penetrate the 
lead sheath. Even a pin-hole caused by corrosion 
may make it necessary to renew a considerable 
length, 100 yards or more, of expensive cable. 

It is well-known that the passage of an electric 
current from a metal to a solution will cause 
corrosion of the metal, and lead-covered cables, 
which are often in wet conduits, can be corroded 
by natural or self-generated earth currents, or by 
stray currents from electricity mains and traction 
systems and so on. Stray currents from electrified 
railways may flow through the earth over a radius 
of several miles. The self-generated currents arise 
from contacts between the lead of the cable sheath 
and different soils and solutions, which produce 
the equivalent of small electric cells, and lead 
sheath contained in earthenware conduit can 
corrode without any apparent external current 
source. Slow corrosion, which proves harmful over 
a long period, occasionally results from contact 
with chemicals in the soil. 

To reduce the damage to his cables, the external 
plant engineer endeavours to identify the various 
types of corrosion and to trace the origin of the 
various sheath currents. He has special electrical 
instruments which enable him to measure the 
amount and direction of the current flowing in the 
cable sheath and the difference of electrical 
potential between the sheath and the adjacent soil. 
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A protective current 

Once he has traced the source of the sheath 
currents he can often determine the best means 
of combating them. 

When the sheath currents are found to be 
caused by leakage from a tramway or an electric 
railway system, they may be due to a fault on that 
system. If they are occurring because the statutory 
regulations under which the system is authorized to 
operate are not being observed, the authority 
operating the tramway or railway is responsible for 
correcting the conditions which give rise to trouble. 

Leakage from D.C. electric mains can cause 
severe corrosion. Not very much D.C. is in use 
now, but where it is the mains arc often very old 
and prone to break-downs. Leakages in consumers' 
installations are not uncommon. A.C. systems 
cause practically no corrosion. 

Where the cause of corrosion cannot con
veniently be removed, a number of remedial 
measures can be taken. One way is to use cable 
with a protective covering of insulating material 
over the lead; another is to control the flow of 

stray currents by introducing insulating gaps into 
the cable sheath. These gaps inrnlve removing a 
section of the lead sheath and covering the gap 
with impervious insulating material. Yet another 
method which is coming to be used very widely is 
known as cathodic protection. Corrosion normally 
takes place where the electric current leaves the 
cable sheath and goes into the soil, so that by 
connecting up a battery or some other source of 
electric power with the negative terminal to the 
cable and the positive terminal to an earth plate, 
the injurious currents can be reduced or stopped, 
and current will always flow from the earth into 
the cable sheath. In this direction it normalh· doc� 
no harm. 

· 

For a single cable a protective current can be 
provided by burying a magnesium billet nearb! 
and connecting it to the cable sheath with an 
insulated wire, but when many cables must be 
protected it is usually cheaper to install a mains
drivcn rectifier as the source of power. 

While corrosion is the most serious enemy of 



Flooding-bridge coUnpse 

underground cables, there are other enemies 
which, though not as widespread, often cause 
trouble. 

Flooding 

Flooding is the most serious of these other 
enemies because latent defects which have 
remained hidden and harmless for years are 
suddenly brought co light. It sometimes happens 
that all the circuits in a cable are rendered unwork
able and that nothing can be done to restore service 
until the floods subside. 

The force of the water running through under
ground conduits is often sufficient to disturb 
cables and seek out weaknesses. Floods usually 
leave behind them a crop of pipes blocked with 
silt and sand. 

Creepage 

Cables sometimes move along the underground 
conduits in which they are installed, owing to the 
effects of fast-moving traffic. This "creepage" is 
usually found under roads with shallow founda
tions and where the cable lies under the wheel 
tracks. It is always in the direction in which the 
traffic is travelling, even though this is uphill. 

The effect of creepage is to cause cable to pile 
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up in one jointing chamber, where it bends and 
kinks, and be dragged out from the jointing 
chamber at the other end of the section. The 
tension here may be sufficient to disrupt the joint. 

There are numerous methods of overcoming 
creepage. The most usual method is a cable 
anchor, which has a collar to bear against the duct 
mouth, and a tail which is securely lashed to the 
cable. 

Gas Leakage 

Damage is caused to Post Office plant from time 
to time as a consequence of leakage of town gas 
into underground conduits and manholes, usually 
owing to a fractured gas main. Apart from the 
danger of explosion, coal gas contains carbon 
monoxide which is a poison and is harmful to staff 
even in very small concentrations. All Post Office 
workers who have to enter underground chambers 
are provided with efficient gas detectors and as a 
result the majority of leaks are detected before they 
do any damage. The tester used depends on the 
colour change of sodium chlor-palladite when in 
contact with carbon monoxide. A spot of this 
liquid is applied to a filter paper and the colour 
changes to a light or dark brown depending on the 
concentration of the gas. 



Cnblc crccpngc 

In addition to coal gas, methane (marsh gas or 
fire damp) is sometimes found in Post Office plant 
in marshy or mining areas. This gas can be very 
explosive when mixed with the correct quantity of 
air. Similar danger has been experienced from 
leakage of petrol from a filling station. Both 
methane and petrol vapour are detected by means 
of an electrical hot-wire instrument which gives a 
direct reading of the proportion of the gas in terms 
of its lower explosive limit. 

Carbon dioxide is tested for by means of a lamp 
which is extinguished by the suffocating gas. 

A small electric blower fan is being developed 
to disperse all the above gases from manholes. The 
blower will obtain its power from the portable 
generators now in general use. 

Liquids and Solids 

All sorts of things find their way into Post 
Office conduits on occasion; for example, the 
drainage from a recently built bungalow was 
discovered to be connected to a Post Office pipe 
in the footway. Other unwelcome visitors are tree 
roots, which sometimes enter through a loose 
joint and eventually fill the pipe for several feet 
with a mass of fibrous roots. 

Burn Out 

Occasionally an underground electricity A.C. 
supply main or service cable or a D.C. traction 
system feeder cable develops a fault which 
produces intense heat, sufficient to melt the lead 
sheath of an adjacent cable. Such "burn outs" are 
not frequent because it is the general practice to 
arrange as great a separating distance as practicable 
between the two sets of plant, with a minimum 

separation of not less than two inches. An electric 
arc may, however, sometimes be struck between 
the supply cable and the Post Office cable, the 
conductors of both sets of plant being broken or 
burned and the lead sheaths melted. The burning 
of the electric supply cable insulation may produce 
explosive fumes or fierce flames; in one place the 
insulation burned so strongly that a gas main was 
thought to have been set alight and it was only 
when the stoppage of all the trams in the vicinity 
was observed that the true nature of the occurrence 
was appreciated. 

Decay of Timber 

Having considered a number of subterranean 
enemies it is perhaps convenient to consider some 
which operate against plant above ground. One of 
the most important is decay. 
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Many people at some time or other have to tackle 
the problem of replacing the decayed wood of a 

An clcctrkaJ burn out 
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garden fence. They will not be surprised to learn 
that to the external plant engineer decayed wood 
presents a serious and expensive problem; serious 
in so far as the safety of the public, staff and plant 
is concerned, and expensive in the cost of renewing 
decayed poles. 

Fungi 

Decay of timber in this country is caused mainly 
by fungi, which are living plants deriving their 
nourishment from the wood. For a fungus to 
flourish it is essential for it to have available a food 
supply of oxygen and moisture. If one of these can 
be denied the fungus will die. 

In a building it is relatively simple to deprive 
fungi of moisture by adequate ventilation. With 
telephone poles, however, this is impracticable and 
the only alternative is to poison the food supply. 
This is done by forcing creosote under pressure 
into the cells of the whole of the sap wood. Before 
a pole is treated with creosote its moisture content 
must be reduced to not more than 25 per cent. of 
the dry weight, if the creosote is to penetrate to a 

sufficient depth to ensure adequate protection 
against fungus attack. It is difficult in practice to 
ensure that every pole is adequately creosoted; 
further, the creosote also wastes away gradually 
due to weathering. 

All the essentials for fungus life in a pole are 
present at, or in the immediate vicinity of, the 
ground line, and when the creosote remaining is 
insufficient to prevent attack the pole usually starts 
to decay in this region. Occasionally premature 
decay arises from insufficient seasoning, initial 
splits which develop after creosoting and exposure 
of untreated timber, or attacks by wood wasp and 
beetles. To find decayed poles before they become 
dangerous, all poles over seven years old arc now 
subjected to a thorough periodical examination by 
a staff skilled in detecting decay. 

Deer 

Fungi are not the only attackers of telephone 
poles. In Highland glens deer select a pole in a 
deserted spot and use it for rubbing their antlers. 
During the rubbing the deer walks around and 
around the pole and the constant friction wears the 
pole to the shape of an hour-glass. The rubbed 
wood assumes a smooth and well-polished surface. 
Sometimes the pole actually breaks, the centre 
portion being worn to the thickness of a finger. 
As a preventive measure, a smooth wire (not 
barbed) is spiralled and fixed around poles likely 
to be selected for antler coiffure ! 

Woodpeckers 

Woodpeckers peck out quite large holes, 
usually near the tops of poles, maybe under the 
impression that the hum of the wires indicates the 
presence of a tasty buried insect. Silencing the 
hum by Jagging a short section of the wires with 
lead strip usually stops the trouble. 

Overhead Lines 

Overhead wires are still used for junctions, as 
well as subscribers' lines, in thinly populated areas; 
they are also much used in towns for the connex
ions between the underground cable and the 
subscribers' premises. The wires are, of course, 
erected at specified tensions, allowance being made 
for temperature so that contacts and breakages 
caused by high winds and accumulations of snow 
are reduced to a minimum; nevertheless the 
vagaries of the weather take their toll. 

The effective life of the various metal fittings 
used overhead is much shortened by the corrosive 
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effectS of the atmosphere. Plant erected in 
industrial areas has often to be replaced, especially 
if it is near an oil refinery or gas or chemical works 
where smoke or sulphurous fumes are found. In 
some circumstances it is necessary to provide non
corrosive metal alloy finings and to enclose the 
copper wires in a protective covering. Reports of 
wire breakages from agricultural districts suggest 
chat the wire joints are weakened by che corrosive 
action of artificial fertiliser blown from che land. 

Overhead tines are sometimes interrupted 
because boys' kites, complete with string and tails, 
catch in the wires. Rusty cycle chains, pieces of 
fence wire, tin cans and old boots are all occasion
ally met with in a bed of wires. Stone throwing at 
white porcelain insulators was at one time a con
siderable nuisance, but it has been practically 
eliminated by using black composition insulators 
which apparently present a less anractive target in 
areas where this sport is popular. 

Aerial cables have their enemies. Vibration, gun 
shot and squirrels are a few of the hazards. The 
stresses and strain set up in the sheath by continual 
slight movement resulting from vibration, tem
perature changes and the wind may eventually 
cause the sheath to fail from fatigue. Squirrels, for 
ome unknown reason, appear to enjoy gnawing the 

lead sheath. The remedy is to cut away over
hanging branches over which squirrels reach the 
cable. When, however, squirrels climb the pole 
itself a deep metal band, fixed below the cable with 
the overlapping edges soldered to present a smooth 
surface, deters them. 

Wires near rivers, waterways, grouse-moors and 
pigeon lofts are liable to be twisted together or 
even broken by swans, seagulls, game birds and 
pigeons crashing into them during take-off, flight 
or landing. Fortunately, some at least of these 
occurrences can be prevented by making the wires 
more easily visible to the birds; this is helped by 
fining cylindrical corks to the wires at intervals in 
those sections of the line where trouble has been 
experienced or can be expected. 

Power interference 

Physical contact between power and tele
communications plant can be avoided by providing 
adequate separation between the two sets of plant 
and at crossings by using insulated conductors for 
one of the systems or by placing it underground. 

The less obvious problem of induction is not so 
easily solved. This arises particularly under fault 
conditions on a power system when very heavy 

currents-sometimes of the order of r ,ooo amperes 
or more-flow, causing correspondingly large 
\'Oltages to be induced in any telephone wires or 
cables which run near to the power line. It is not 
always possible to provide wide separation between 
the two sets of plant but the magnitude of the 
induced current may sometimes be reduced, for 
example, by inserting resistance in the power 
transformer neutral earth connexion. 

Where it is impracticable to limit the power line 
fault current to a sufficiently low value, protective 
measures may have to be applied to the telephone 
lines. One expedient is to connect gas discharge 
tubes to each circuit at intervals along the route. 
The gas discharge tubes normally provide very 
high insulation, but during periods when the 
electric pressure across them exceeds a certain 
value, the gas becomes "ionised" and conductS 
current very efficiently, so that the line is 
effectively earthed. 
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Another means of keeping the induced voltage 
within safe limits is to introduce transformers into 
the telephone circuits at intervals along the route, 
so that the length of an individual section of route 
is insufficient to receive a dangerous voltage. 

Trc< root.s ln duct 



\X'hereas the induced voltages in adjacent sections 
would normally be additive, the transformers 
effectively isolate them one from another. 

Underground cable circuits are less liable to 
power circuit induction than overhead wires, but 
they can be affected in this way. One possible 
method of dealing with the problem is to provide a 
high conductivity sheath to the cable; this has a 
considerable screening effect. 

Induction does, of course, take place when power 
lines are working without fault, but under such 
conditions much smaller voltages are induced. 
Since the induction is continuous, however, it can 
give rise to noise interference if harmonics of the 
fundamental frequency are present. The operation 
of a telephone system which is under the inductive 
influence of a power system can become rather 
difficult; minor faults such as low insulation, which 
would normally be of little consequence, may 

unbalance the circuit sufficientlv to make the noise 
level intolerable. 

· 

It is unfortunate that so many of the larger and 
more remote overhead routes, which are those 
most difficult to maintain, are in country where 
proximity to power routes cannot be avoided. The 
electricity authorities are, however, most co
operative in trying to reduce the nuisance of power 
interference. 

We have looked at some of the worst enemies of 
the external plant engineer, and one may indeed 
wonder that the plant is so reliable in the face of 
such formidable foes. But our forebears designed 
and built well, and we owe them much for the 
standards they laid down. 

For the future, new materials and methods are 
continually being tried, and there is good promise 
of even better performance in almost every 
direction. 

Post Olllce 1�01n1nerciu,l 

... 4cconn,ts: J9.!1$,l-J955 

T
HE Post Ofjicc Commercial Accounts, 1954-55, 
show that, for all services combined, income 
rose from £269. l millions to £284.9 millions 

against an increase in expenditure from £261.7 
millions to £279. 7 millions. The net result on 
general account is a surplus of £5.2 millions 
compared with £7.4 millions in the previous year. 

The telecommunications services contributed 
£139.5 millions of the total income and gave rise 
to £137.7 millions of the total expenditure. The 
following table analyses these figures and compares 
the year's telegraph and telephone results with 
those of the previous year. 

Telegraph Account 
Income ... 
Expenditure 
Deficit ... 

Telephone Acco1111t 
Income ... 
Expenditure 
Surplus ... 

1953-54 1954-55 Differc11ce 
£m £m £m 

15.0 16.2 I.2 
18.1 18.7 o.6 
:;,t '!.:i 0.6 

II 5. I 123.3 8.2 
109.6 119.0 9.4 

5.5 4.3 I.2 

The total capital expenditure on the Post 
Office system (all services) was £58.6 millions, 
compared with £56.5 millions in the previous 
year. Of this, £1.2 millions (compared with £!.7 
millions in 1953-54) were spent on telegraph 
plant, and £49.7 millions (£46.7) on telephone 
plant. 

Telegraphs 

The Telegraph deficit was the lowest for eight 
years. The revenue from inland telegrams rose 
by £0.6 millions, the net result c·f the increase 
in charges introduced in August 1, 1954-after 
allowing for the consequent fall in traffic-and 
of a slight fall in revenue owing to the normal 
downward trend in traffic. Other tariff changes 
during the year produced a further £0.1 million. 

Overseas telegrams brought in a further £0.4 
million and the growth of the inland Telex 
service, an additional £0. 1 million. 
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The number of overseas telegrams rose slightly 
from 20,356,000 to 20,859,000. 

The process of adjusting staff numbers to 
traffic (in which the dominant factor was the 
decline occasioned by the increase in telegram 



TELEPHONE SERVltE: l 95·t- l 955 

NuMBER OF LOC.-\!. EXCHANGES AT END OF YEAR 

Automatic 
Manual 

Total 

NUMBER OF .\lJT0 -

.\1 .\Nt:A!. AND SEPARATE rRt:NK FXCIL\NGES ,\T END 01· YE.\R 

NUMBER OF EXCHANGE CONNEXIONS AT ENfl OF YEAR 

On automatic exchanges 
On manual exchanges 

T<1tal 

AKAL YSIS OF EXCIIAKGE COKNEXlllNS t:NDER RENT.\!. CATEGORIES, &<:. 
Business Rate -exclusive si:rvici: 

shared s.:rvice 
Residence Rate-exclusive sen·ice 

shared si:rvice 
Post Ottice Servici: 
Call Office 

Total 

NUMBER OF STATIONS AT EKD OF YE.\R 

Exchange Service ... 
Private Cirrnits . tekphone and tdegraph; 

Total 

NUMBER OF .\l'l'LICATIONS FOR EXCHANGE CONNEXIONS Dt:RING THE YEAR .. 

NUMBER OF .\Pl'LIC.\TIONs FOR EXCHANGE CONNEXIONS OUTSTANDING AT END OF 

YEAR ... 

TRAFFIC-NUMBER OF C\ll.S 

Inland:-
Trunk 
Local 

Total 

Ovi:rseas:-
Continental cahk services:

Outward 
Inward 
Transit 

Radio-tekphoni: services:
Outward 
Inward 
Transit 
Short range calls with ships:

Outward 
Inward 

Total 

1953-54 I954-55 

4,494 4,576 
I,4I9 I ,351 

5,9q 5,927 

261 21i1 

1953-54 1954-55 
'ooo 'ooo 

2,748 2,976 
1,021 I ,031 

----
3,769 4,007 

1,51 I I,547 
131 I43 

1,400 1,425 
6I I 773 

52 53 
64 66 

----

3,769 4,007 

6,083 6,436 
53 55 

----

6,136 6,491 
----

4I3 471 

376 372 

277,880 306,332 
3,370,000 3,615,000 

3,647,880 3,921 ,332 

1,629 1,8I6 
1,498 1,665 

24 29 

84 97 
Sz 95 
20 23 

6 g 
40 50 

3,383 3,783 



charges) led to a net reduction in staff cost of 
about £0.5 million. This saving was more than 
offset, however, by increased expenditure due 
to pay awards amounting to £0.8 million. Increases 
in other costs of £0.3 million brought the net 
increase in Telegraph expenditure to £0.6 million. 

The sharp effect of the inland telegraph tariff 
increases in August is shown by a fall of 33 per 
cent. in traffic during the remainder of the 
financial year, compared with the corresponding 
eight months of 1953-54; for the year as a whole, 
inland telegraph traffic was about 25 per cent. 
below the 1953-54 level. During the year 19,166,000 
Ordinary inland, 4,767,000 inland Greetings and 
346,000 Overnight telegrams were handled. 
Government inland telegrams fell from 5u,ooo 
to 360,000. 

Telephones 

Telephone income rose owing to increased 
business, the main increase being from Trunk 
calls (£4.5 millions) followed by Local calls 
(£1.5 millions), Exchange rentals (£1.3 millions) 
and Private wires (£0.9 million). 

Of the increase of £9-4 millions in telephone 
expenditure, £3.6 millions were accounted for 
by pay awards and their effect on pension liability; 
£0.7 millions of this represented the full year 
effect of 1953-54 increases. Other staff cost 
increases amounted to £i .9 millions. There 

Telephone Service 
Gross demand 
Connexions supplied 
Outstanding applications 
Total working connexions 
Shared service connexions 

Traffic 
Total inland trunk calls 
Cheap rate 
Inland telegrams (excluding Railway and Press) 
Greetings telegrams 

Staff 
No. of telephonists 
No. of telegraphists 
No. of engineering workmen 

was additional depreciation provlSlon of £1.8 
millions; increased interest charges on plant 
capital accounted for £1.5 millions, and there 
was a net increase of £0.6 million under accom
modation and other items. 

Local call traffic increased 7 per cent. and 
trunk call traffic by 10 per cent. Traffic over the 
continental cable and the radio-telephone ser
vices increased by 11 and 18 per cent. 
respectively. 

During the year 353,000 additional telephones 
were added to the public system. The number of 
speech channels over 25 miles long in use on 
March 31, 1955, was 21,u5-an increase of 877 
during the year. 

The table presents several other significant 
telephone statistics. 

Direct radio-telephone links with East Pakistan, 
Lagos and Nigeria were opened during the year 
and new services were introduced with Portuguese 
Guinea, the Faroe Islands, Ethiopia and the 
Virgin Islands. In addition radio-telephone links 
were established with 13 ocean liners and alter
native routes were provided to Turkey, Norway 
and Japan. The radio-telephone service to the 
Persian Gulf was extended to Doha and Muscat. 

The main development during the year, how
ever, was the start in the United Kingdom and 
North America of the construction of the Trans
atlantic telephone system. 
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Quarter e11ded 
30th September, 

1955 

128,810 
105,195 
383,949 

4,141,393 
1,007,677 

87,313,000 
24,052,000 

5,653,000 
1,179,000 

48,195 
7,104 

6o,793 

Quarrer e11ded 
301/i J1111e, 

1955 

r29,803 
108,615 
377,240 

4,075,676 
965,110 

84,164,000 
22,071,000 

5,394,000 
1,028,000 

48,oor 
7'376 

59,932 

Quarter e11ded 
30th September, 

1954 

l 10,567 
98,703 

372,318 
3,869,858 

815,112 

79,o68,ooo 
21,319,000 

7,276,000 
1,402,000 

46,933 
8,067 

56,264 



SHREWSBURY TELEPHONE AREA 

Shrewsbury with its castle-crowned hill and its 
ancient black-and-white timbered houses stands 
on a peninsula formed by a sinuous bend of the 
River Severn. This town, which is entered from 
England by crossing the English Bridge and from 
Wales by crossing the Welsh Bridge, has always 
been famous as a gateway to Wales and is symbolic 
of the interplay between the Welsh and English 
people through the centuries. First came the period 
of struggle and combat, as witnessed by the walls 
and ramparts that still exist: later the unifying of 
the two races symbolised by the Anglo-Welsh 
character of Shrewsbury. 

Like the town from which it is administered, the 
Shrewsbury Area has a strong Welsh r.avour, for 
here England gradually changes from the robustness 
of the Midlands to the lilt and fantasy of the Welsh 
hills as one travels from the Border Counties 
through the heart of Wales by Plynlimon and Cader 
Idris to the coast of Cardigan Bay. From industrial 
East Shropshire to Aberystwyth, from Denbigh· 
shire to Monmouth via the Shropshire hills, Here
ford and the Wye Valley-here, surely, is some of 
the most beautiful scenery in the country. 

A feature of the 4,400 square miles of hill, dale and 
coast, is the Isolation of so many of the houses and 
farms and the scattered districts. One result of this 

lr<land's Mansion, Shrewsbury, 1575 is the abnormally high wire mileage per subscriber 
and the large number of small exchanges. 

There are 226 exchanges in the Area, 176 of which are automatic. They serve about 35,500 exchange 
connexions with some 55,000 stations. 

Many of the 1,200 staff are out-stationed mainly at Wellington, Hereford, Newton, Llandrindod 
Wells, Machynlleth and Aberystwyth. 

u/1 10 Righr: C. BARRY, A.�1.1.E.E., Area Engineer; G. J. ALSTO:-:, A.M.l.E.E., Area Engineer; F. BATE. Tdephone i\unager; 
J. H. ANSTEE, ChlcfTckcommunica1ions Supcrin1endcn1; F. W. IRELA�O, Chief Clerk, K. P. GOODER, Senior Sole<> Su�rinicndcnt. 

So 



Ongar 

Badio Statio11 

1920-1955 

A. R. Lash, JYI.l.E.E. 

O
NGAR RADIO TRANSi'-llTTING STATION IS 

situated in West Essex 18 miles from London 
and four miles east of Epping. It occupies 

a site of some 730 acres, the highest point being 
325 feet above sea level and the lowest 263 feet. 
It was originally built in 1920 and operated by 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company. In 
September, 1929, control passed to Imperial and 
International Communications when the tele
graphic communications of the Empire were 
placed in the hands of a single operating Company. 
The name of the Company was changed to Cable 
and Wireless Ltd. in June, 1934, and the Company 
owned the radio stations until the passing of the 
Commonwealth Telegraphs Act, 1949, whereby 
the United Kingdom radio services of the Post 
Office and of Cable and Wireless Ltd. became 
integrated on April l, 1950. The control of the 
radio stations, at first vested in the Engineer
in-Chief's office, was transferred to the External 
Telecommunications Executive on April 1, 1953· 
These dates have figured prominently in the 
Station's affairs; nevertheless, the traffic has 
continued to flow steadily despite the vicissitudes 
of transition and the changes in stationery. 

Although the official title of the Station is 
Ongar, both the entrances to the site are in 
North Weald. The position is further compli
cated, as the postal address is Epping. Those 
who are fortunate, or unfortunate enough, to 
occupy the 400-year old staff house on the site 
known as Ongar Park Lodge find themselves 
residing in Stanford Rivers. This confusion of 
place-names is not without its difficulties, as 
the four spots on the map of the Central London 
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New York Bcan1 Mnsts (Marcc11i's Vf'ir"!�ss T�lcgraph Cn., [1J.) 

Line denoting Epping, North Weald, Blake Hall 
and Ongar appear with equal prominence. 

A question which is frequently asked is, 
"why was the site chosen so close to the R.A.F. 
North Weald Aerodrome?" A complete answer 
is as complicated as the problem of the chicken 
and the egg; nevertheless, it can be explained away 
by inferring that the masts with their lights 
attached form excellent lamp-posts for the pilots 
to find their way home on a dark night. "Ongar" 
developed as a radio station long before radar 
was discovered. It speaks well for the stability 
of the early training planes that, on the only 
occasion when one came in contact with the wires, 
both pilot and pupil landed safely in a hedge 
well within our boundaries. 

The Battle of Britain pilots made the name of 
North Weald famous even to those who had 
never heard of "Ongar". The high spot occurred 
when a flying bomb struck the superstructure 



of a 300-foot tower and exploded on impact. 
This million to one chance crippled the mast 
but probably saved part of the village of North 
Weald from destruction. A "near miss" occurred 
when a "doodlebug" passed right underneath 
one of the aerials with a fighter plane hot on its 
tail. Realizing the obstruction ahead, the pilot 
with great presence of mind let go everything 
he had and followed the "doodlebug" on its 
journey towards London. 

Like many a great undertaking, Ongar Radio 
had small beginnings. The original scheme 
provided for four transmitters housed in three 
buildings, two being in "A" Station, one in "B" 
and one in "C". As mains power supplies did 

not come this way at the rime chere was also a 

power house with three Vickers-Petters semi
diesel engines coupled to D.C. generators. 
Believe it or not, these prime movers are still 
here. 

As "A'', "B", "C" Station and the power house 
were separaced by discances of up to half a mile, 
shift keepers were allocated co each building. 
The Post Office lines for the telegraphic signal 
were fed into the power house shift office and 
the recorded position in the Berne List of oo 
10' 47" E., 51 42' 47" N. marks this spot until 
the present day. 

The first radio-telegraphic services from Ongar 
in 1921 connected London with Paris and Berne, 
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0 B " Station 25 k\V transmitter, 1924 (/\tfar(om's l'flirtltss Tdtgrapli CcJ •• Lid.) 

using morse code at a speed of about 80 words 
a minute. These transmitters were designed to 
operate simultaneously from "A" Station and 
the signals were mixed and radiated from one aerial 
on two different frequencies. It is to be hoped 
that no one will re-discover this ingenious system, 
as I understand the economy in masts and aerials 
was more than outweighed by the heavy responsi
bilities thrust on the engineering staff, whose duty 
it was to prevent these two frequencies becoming 
mixed up inside the building. Several of the 
founder members of Ongar Radio Station migrated 
from the Marconi Works, Chelmsford, so were 
accustomed to the dangers and thrills of those 
early transmitters where a simple wooden barrier 
separated life from death. 

For the benefit of those born into the days 
of short wave, bands II I, IV and so on, it may be 
of interest to recall that until 1924 commercial 
radio was restricted to Jong wave transmission 
with frequencies measured in kilocycles. Progress 
was slow until the radio-telegraph companies 
realized that the hitherto unwanted short waves 
found a reflecting layer in the ionosphere to aid 
their traverse across the earth's surface. 

The first short wave transmitters installed at 
Ongar were GLS and GLQ, known as Gee 
London Sugar and Gee London Queenie (18,595 
and 10,930 kc s respectively), both rated at about 
6 kW. They were installed in 1924 adjacent to 

the old "C" Station building and radiated from 
simple harmonic aerials: just pieces of vertical 
wire of no specific length. A new era had begun 
in radio. These frequencies are still in constant 
use by Ongar 21 years later. The original "A", 
"B" and "C" buildings remain until the present 
day but they are ghosts of the past and have Jong 
since run unattended. 

It was C. S. Franklin's development of the 
short wave beam aerial in 1926 that changed the 
outlook for long distance radio communication 
almost overnight. The basic principle was simple: 
if the energy radiated could be concentrated 
into a narrow beam it would arrive at the receiving 
station with added impact. The mathematics of 
the designers enabled the engineers to construct 
the aerials so that the signals would be reflected 
back to earth from the ionosphere just where 
they were required. At least, that is how it was 
intended to be. 

The beam masts and aerials still remain struc
tures of great dignity and, 25 years after their 
erection, their efficiency has not been surpassed by 
later designs for the particular routes and fre
quencies on which they are employed. 

The main feature of the Franklin Beam which 
distinguishes it from the rhombics so extensively 
used at other Post Office radio stations is that the 
Franklin has two curtains of wires; one is fed by a 
system of concentric tubes from the transmitter 



"C" Station short wove hall: rebuilt SWB 1 on left with SWB 8/10 to right on •ame plinth. Power distribution boards arc 
on the gallery nod control tnbles In foreground 



while the other curtain, which is either half 
or three-quarters of a wavelength behind, acts 
as a reflector. The limitation is that it is suitable 
for only one frequency. The cost to-day would 
also be far greater than that of a rhombic and the 
maintenance requires a higher degree of skill. 
If one of the elements of the curtain becomes 
damaged it is necessary for a rigger to proceed 
along a triatic from pole to pole, rather like a tight
rope walker except that he travels underneath 
the wire instead of on top. A circus artiste might 
consider this a disadvantage, as every obstacle 
met with means transferring the point of suspension 
from one side to the other. If the centre element 
is in need of attention the rigger may have to 
pass I 5 obstacles before he reaches the point 
300 feet from a mast with 270 feet of space beneath 
his feet. 

"C" Station Short Wave Transmitter Hall as it 
stands to-day was completed in 1931 when five 
SWB I transmitters were installed. The initials 
denote Short Wave Beam 1, not "Swab" as they 
and their successive editions were affectionately 
referred to by the Forces. 

As can be seen from an early photograph the 
original SWB 1 with its brass trimmings 
stood on a plinth of considerable dimensions. 
The open construction was not without its 
advantages because one could sec what was going 
on inside. A red lamp indicated that the high 
tension power was on and the spinners in the 
glass tubes showed that the cooling oil was passing 
round the anodes of the larger valves. There 
were no other gadgets to go wrong and safety 
depended entirely on the senses of smell, hearing 
and sight of the Technical Assistants, two of whom 
were on watch without even an Assistant Engineer 
to keep them company. The morse signals came 
down the lines from Radio House (the Marconi 
station in London) where the operators punched 
out the messages and the amplifiers at Ongar 
stepped up the voltages until the full radiated 
power of the transmitters was chopped into 
dashes and dots. 

Ongar has never looked back since those early 
days and the story has been one of continual 
progress. First, the long wave transmitters were 
replaced by modern types installed in the new 
" C " Station building. Then a new giant by way 
of a 120 kW long wave transmitter was installed 
in Ongar to replace GLC of Caernarvon fame, 
which was due for scrapping. The gaps in the 
short wave building were gradually filled with 

transmitters; then, when more floor space was 
required, the SWB Is were cut down to half their 
size without loss of power and four SWB 10s 
were installed alongside the SWB 1s on the por
tions of the plinths left vacant as shown in the 
photograph. During 1939 and 1940 the original 
SWB rs were converted for cooling by water 
instead of oil to reduce the risk of fire from 
incendiary bombs. 

With the dosing down of the Tctncy Trans
mitting Station in 1943 a further concentration 
of the Cable and Wireless services was brought 
about by re-erecting the Tetney masts and beam 
aerials at Ongar. To avoid long lengths of feeder 
between the transmitters and the aerials a new 
building known as "D" Station was erected 
about three-quarters of a mile from the main 
Station. "D" Station was probably the first 
transmitting station built in this country to run 
entirely unattended except for occasional visits 
from maintenance staffs. Four 25 kW short 
wave water cooled transmitters were installed 
to take over the services to Bombay, Melbourne 
and Moscow while the fifth transmitter known 
as Dr, of an advanced design, communicated 
with Cairo and the Middle East. 

Star Exhibit 

For many years Dr was the star exhibit of 
Ongar radio as it bristled with features. From 
a distance of three-quarters of a mile this 20 kW 
transmitter could be started up, any one of four 
frequencies selected, and the transmitter tuned 
and connected to the correct aerial-all in 30 
seconds. The electric motors, chains and cams 
which sprang into action to perform such opera
tions with precision did credit to the ingenuity 
of the Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company's 
designers, for Dr was the first high power air
cooled transmitter to run by remote control. 
So ambitious was the specification that it even 
included provision for shifting the frequency 
up or down to avoid jamming at the receiving end. 

By 1944 "D" Station was completed with all 
five transmitters working unattended. Another 
building to be known as "E" Station was under 
way for further expansion of the telegraphic 
services. As this was built on the south side of 
the railway and it was not permissible for aerials 
to cross the railway lines, it was designed for six 
transmitters and a self-contained group of rhombic 
aerials. The transmitters were of the normal 
SWB 8 '10 type modified locally so that they 



Control Room " C ,. Station: mon_itoring position on left, operational position on right nnd transmitter disposition board 
below clock 

could be started, stopped and the directions of 
their aerials changed by remote control at a 
distance of about half a mile from the Main 
Station. 

Radio engineers sometimes dream of a trans
mitting station where every piece of apparatus 
from the landlines to the aerials is interchangeable. 
This dream may become a nightmare if carried 
too far, as complexity is likely to overshadow 
flexibility when powers of 20 kW or so are involved. 
Ongar has struck a middle course by providing 
full flexibility for aerial switching in "C" Station, 
which is the only transmitter building con
tinuously manned, and limited facilities for 
switching at the remote stations, where the 
transmitters are allocated more or less fixed 
directions for their services. 

The coaxial feeder commutator in "C" Station 
was installed in 1946 and gives full flexibility 
of connexion, manually between 14 short wave 
transmitters and 28 aerial feeders. Further 
sub-division is obtained through remote-controlled 
feeder switches which increase the choice of 
aerials to 52 covering all the important telegraph 
routes from this country. Another interesting 
switching circuit was designed to enable any one 
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of the 14 "C" Station transmitters which may be 
idle to substitute for any one of the "D" Station 
transmitters taken out of service because of 
breakdown or maintenance. 

It is common practice for 26 of the 31 trans
mitters to be radiating simultaneously during 
the peak traffic periods of the afternoon and 
evening. This represents a load of over 800 kW 
from the power supply and some 280 kW of 
energy radiated into space. By the use of modern 
telegraphic systems and codes one transmitter 
may be sending as many as four telegrams 
simultaneously so the traffic handling capacity 
is very considerable. Other codes have error
detecting qualities to ensure that the telegrams 
are printed correctly at the other end of the 
circuit. Again, two different pictures may be 
transmitted simultaneously on the transmitters 
which employ single side-band transmission. 

The complexity of circuits and the mechani
zation of equipment has shifted much of the 
responsibility for the efficient operation of the 
station to the Control Room and Maintenance 
staffs. The failure of any transmitter is instantly 
indicated in the Control Room, where appro
priate action is taken to deal with the defect. 



Fortunately such failures are few, as preventive 
maintenance, which is allocated at the rate of one 
shift a month to each transmitter, eliminates 
nearly all faults except valve failures. More than 
r,500 valves are in use, directly connected 
with the transmission of signals. One test instru
ment alone has 80 valves in circuit. This ingenious 
piece of apparatus will count any number from r 
to 7 million in one second to an accuracy of one 
in a million; furthermore, it is prepared to go on 
counting frequencies every second of the day. 

There is also a frequency synthesizer, a master
piece of ingenuity developed by the Radio 
Research Laboratories at Dollis Hill, which 
can instantly provide any frequency of oscillation 
between three and 7 million cycles per second 
in steps of 250 cycles and maintain the constancy 
within one part in ten million. Then there is 
the spectrum analyser which displays the com
plete radiation pattern on the tube of an oscil
loscope. When all these instruments fail to give 
an answer one usually falls back on the lineman's 
galvanometer to verify whether a conductor 
has two ends ! 

What strikes visitors to Ongar most forcibly is 
the extent to which the transmitters are left 
unattended. It is quite exceptional to see any 
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signs of active human life in the transmitter 
buildings, even at the Main Station. The Control 
Room is the only section which is manned con
tinuously-by two technical officers. This desirable 
state of affairs, where the transmitters more or 
less look after themselves, has been brought about 
to a large extent by the efforts of the Station staff. 
The aim has been for every assistant engineer, 
technical officer and technician to be able to work 
with his hands as well as his head. When attempt
ing to attain the ideal, one must always be satisfied 
with something short of perfection; nevertheless, 
the opportunities and encouragement given for 
creative work have resulted in employment at 
Ongar Radio Station being considered something 
more than a livelihood by the majority of the staff. 
Until comparatively recently, all maintenance, 
modernization and installation work was carried 
out by the regular station staff. Whereas watch
keeping duty has always proved either a feast or a 
famine owing to the exigencies of the service, the 
work of maintenance and construction is spread 
evenly over the working hours. The achievements 
may be judged by the "New Look" which has 
recently been given to the original SWBr 
transmitters. Designing, cutting, welding, refitting 
and paint spraying these old timers has improved 

"C 0 Station annexe: long wove transmitter to right and end or hall and SSB transmitters on the Jcft 



their appearance out of all rccognmon and the 
degree of safety is now in accordance with the very 
highest standards, as will be gathered from the 
photographs. 

When thinking of Ongar Radio Station one 
c�nnot dissociate it from the farm and the use 
made of the land beneath the aerials. Out of the 
total acreage of 730, no fewer than 322 acres arc 
under intensive cultivation and a further 347 

acres arc used for grazing. The abundance of 
wheat, barley, oats, sugar beet and potatoes 
testifies to the excellence of the husbandry, as also 
docs the fine herd of 70 Friesian cows, who all 
receive their sustenance from what is now Post 
Office land. The tenant farmer will not admit 
that the earth losses from our radiating systems 
arc responsible for his good fortune; however, it 
is of some satisfaction to know that fat cattle 
may be considered a by-product of radio tele
grams. 

Our Contributors 
J. L CARAS SO ("Transistor Materials") is a chemistry 
graduate, working on the chemical aspects of semi
conductor devices in the Rc:search Branch of the 
Engineering Department. He came to the Post Office in 
1949 from the: \'\'est Midlands Gas Board, where he: was 
employed as an Analytical Chemist. During the war he 
served in the Royal Hellenic Navy, and obtained 
British nationality on demobilization. 

N. DUNCAN ("Enemies of the External Plant 
Engineer") for the past five years has been an Executive 
Engineer in the: Engineer-in-Chic:f's Office, Construction 
Branch, engaged on external maintenance of overhead 
and underground plant. He entered the Post Office as a 
boy messenger at Dundee in 1915. Two and a half years 
later, he became a Youth-in-Training in the Engineering 
Department. After 18 years' service, he was promoted 
to Scotland \X'est (North) Area as an outstationc:d 
Inspector, rising to Chief Inspc:ctor in 1942 and later to 
.\ssistant Engineer in 1946. 

JAMES F. GATES ("Post Office work for LT.A.") 
is an Assistant Engineer, and has been with the London 
Telecommunications Region Engineering Branch, 
Equipment Group, since 1939, except for six years with 
the Royal Corps of Signals, from which he: returned 
with the rank of Major. Since 1946 he has worked on 
transmission equipment for telephony and television, 
including work on behalf of the LT.A. He entered the 
Post Office in 1938, by open competition, as a 
Probationary Inspector. 

C. 0. HORN (''Telephone Exchange Planning in 
London ") is the Deputy Regional Director (Planning) 
of the Post Office London Telecommunications Region 
and a member of the Editorial Board of the Jo11mal. 
His previous contribution was "Before the Building 
Starts-" in the November, 1954-January, 1955, issue. 
He is a B.Sc.tEng.\ Associate of the City and Guilds 

Institute, and a .\lc.:mber of the Institution uf Ekctric·cll 
Engineers. 

During his Pnst Otlice Glreer he has been a Pr,1-
batinnary Engineaing lmpectur '1922;, first Assistant 
Officer-in-Charge, Rugby Radi<' Statiun, and Sectional 
Engineer, Coventry. He was une of the first of the 
Telephone ,'Y\anagers (Leecb: to be appointed as the 
result of the Bridgeman Commim.:e's recommendation' 
in 1932. He then became a Tekcommunication' 
Controller, tirst in Scotland, and then in the Home 
Counties Region. During the last war in 1942-1944, he 
was seconded to the Inland Telecommunicati<'n' 
Department for special (\'\'ar Group 1 duties. 

F. A. HOUGH ("Expediti,1n to Newfoundland") \\·a, 

transferred to the Transmission and .\lain Line' 
Branch, Post Ottice Engineering Department, in 1953 
to help with the work for the Transatlantic Telephone 
Cable. He is a M.Sc.:.(Eng.) and an Associate l'vkmhcr 
nf the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

He entered the Post Office by open competition on 
January 1, 1932, as Assistant Engineer in Scotland. 
where hc served in Section, Arca and Regional office' 
until 1939. On return from war service with the Royal 
Engineers he was appointed Arca Engineer in Bourne
mouth from January, 1946, until April 1, 1949, when he 
was sent as an Assistant Staff Engineer to the Organiza
tion and Efficiency Branch, Engineering Department. 

A. R. LASH ("Ongar Radio Station"), who is a Memba 
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers and Manager
Engincer, Ongar Radio Station, joined Marconi's Wire
less Telegraph Company in 1920. After training at the 
Chdmsford works, he served at Towyn Transatlantic 
Receiving Station, Calypson Bay, Spitzbergcn, while on 
loan to the Northern Exploration Company; the Falk
land Islands, in charge of the Colonial Government 
Radio Station at Port Stanley, and Lisbon, with the 
Companhia Portuguese Radio Marconi. Since returning 
home he has served at Caernarvon and Ongar Radit• 
Stations. 

R. H. McGANN ("Telephone Service at Hotels") has 
been Deputy Controller of Tekphones in the London 
Telecommunications Region since December, 1950. 
After some years spent in Provincial areas and Regional 
Headquarters offices-and a short spell at Post Office 
Headquarters-he moved to the newly-formed Long 
Distance Area in the London Telccommunicatiom 
Region in 1943 and to L.T.R. headquarters in 1947· He 
has written previously t<.1r the ]011r11al, contributing an 
article on "Telephone Service for Government Depts." 
in the May, 1955, issue. 
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E. W. SHEPHERD, B.Sc. ("Post Office FinancL�An 
Outline"), is Deputy Director of Finance in the Post 
Office. He joined the Accountant General's Department 
in 1932 as an Executive Officer, returning in 1946 a' 

a Higher Executive Officer, after six years of war service. 
In 1948 he was promoted Principal, serving in the 
Overseas Tdecommunications (now Radio and Accom
modation) Department for a year before being seconded 
to the Treasury from 1949 to 1952. He came back to the 
Post Office as an Assistant Accountant General, becom
ing a Deputy Comptrolkr and Accountant General 
in l9B· Mr. Shepherd was appointed to his present 
position when the post of Director of Finance and 
Accounts was first created in 1955. 



The G.P.O. London Television Centre.-Our 
picture shows the paraboloid aerial, which is to be 
used for beaming the LT.A. programmes to 
Birmingham and the Midlands, on the roof of the 
Television Control Centre. 

The Post Office Television Control Centre in 
London came into being when it was decided to 
extond the B.B.C. Television Service to the 
provinces. The function of the Centre is to operate 
and control the complex network of Post Office 
cables and radio links u ed to distribute the 
television programmes. 

New equipment is being in tailed to connect 
the studios of the Programme Companies, 
witching centres and the Independent Television 

Authority transminers and will be used to link up 
with the LT.A. transmitters in the North. The 
London-Birmingham radio link is being modified 
to form the first link to the LT.A. transmitters 
in the North. 

* * * 

P.O. Cable and Wireless.-As the overseas 
traffic handled by the Leeds Post Office Cable and 
Wireless Office was insufficient to justify the 
heavy overheads, the office was closed in January, 
1955. The work and some of the staff were 
transferred to the Leeds Head Post Office where a 

Notes 

and 

News 
portion of the counter was fitted with suitable 
signs and publicity material. A similar arrangement 
will also be made at Sheffield early this year. 

Again, at Newcastle-on-Tyne Head Post Office 
an overseas telegram and counter position has 
been fitted. Associated with the counter is a 
specially built cabinet from which overseas 
telephone calls can be made. 

'I- * * 

Guide to Broadcasting Stations 1955-56.-
Nearly 50 per cent. of the medium wave broad
casting stations in Europe are operating on 
frequencies not allocated to them under the 
international plan drawn up at Copenhagen in 
1948 says the Wireless World in a note sent with 
its Guide to Broadcasting Stations, 1955-56 
(Iliffe & Sons: Price 2 6d.). The Guide lists 
geographically, and in order of frequency, all the 
650 stations operating on long and medium waves, 
and some 1,6oo operating with a power not less 
than one kilowatt. Operating details of Europe's 
300 or more V.H.F. stations and 130 television 
transmitters are also included. 

* * * 

New Chairman for C.& W. Ltd.-Sir Godfrey 
Ince, G.C.B., K.B.E., became Chairman of 
Cable and Wireless Ltd., and its associated 
companies on February 1. He has been Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministry of Labour and National 
Service and retired from the Civil Service in 
January. He will be part-time Chairman. Mr. 
Norman Chapling, C.B.E., and Mr. H. H. Eggers, 
C.M.G., O.B.E., are joint managing directors. 

Sir Godfrey succeeds Major-General Sir Leslie 
Nicholls, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.F.., M.l.E.E. 
(formerly Chief Signals Officer to General Eisen
hower) who became a director in 1947, becoming 
Chairman in 195r. 



The Company's head office has moved from 
Electra House, Victoria Embankment, to a 
new building, Mercury House, Theobald's Road, 
London, W.C.I. The Post Office Cable and 
Wireless Telegraph Station at Electra House will 
be enlarged. 

Hungary Introduces New Telephone.-The 

!11anufacrur� of
_

a new style telephone has begun 
m the Belo1anrus Telecommunications factory in 
Budapest, Hungary. 

Its main features are the more modem design, 
louder and clearer speech, and the placing of the 
numbers on the outer band instead of the dial to 
obviate dialling errors. 

* * * 

"Museum" Building Extension.-Howland 
Street Building (London Centre Telephone 
Area),

_ .
which includes Mus

_
eum exchange and 

Telev1S1on Control among JtS offices, is to be 
ell.'1:cnded. Ultii:na�ely i� will be one of the largest 
Post Office buildings m the area and will house 
University Automatic Exchange, a Trunk ex
change, a Directory Enquiry Centre, Centralized 
Observations, and engineering and motor transport 
stores. The present television mast will be 
replaced. 

* * * 

Television-"ln the Air"!-Thc 32-position 
C.B.10 P.M.B.X. which for many years served the 
Air Ministry at "Adastral House", Kingsway 
London, has been adapted in two separate section� 
to provide telephone service initially for the new 
t�nan�s 

.
of the building. They are the Independent 

1 elev1s1on programme contractors-Associated 
Redi.ffusion Ltd. and Associated Broadcasting Co. 
Ltd. 

(Associated Rediffusion Ltd., one of the 
1.T.A. programme contractors, was formed by 
Associated Newspapers Ltd., with Broadcast 
Relay Services Ltd., and not, as stated in a recent 
issue, British Relay Services.) 

Two new installations, a 500-linc P.A.B.X. 
and an 8-position P.M.B.Xt.A. arc planned, and 
work on these is now proceeding in the renamed 
building-"Tclevision House". Per Ardua Ad 
Astra and all that! 

* * * 

New Network for Sheffield firm.-Globc & 
Simpson, a Sheffield firm of vehicle electrical 
and diesel injection service engineers with a 
nation-wide business, has completed negotiations 
for a tariff H net\vork of an annual rental value 
of £9,400. 

The firm's area offices up and down the country 
will be linked to the Sheffield office, where a 
teleprinter switchboard No. 13 is to be installed. 
At the Sheffield office there will be two internal 
teleprinters in addition to the operating machine. 
The switchboard will afford full inter-communica
tion facilities for all outstations and full or partial 
broadcast facilities may be arranged from any 
point. This feature is particularly helpful as the 
two main area offices, Bristol and Glasgow, have, 
on occasion, to broadcast information to their 
branches in other parts of the country. 

* * * 

A Career Abroad.-Cable and Wireless Ltd. 
have issued a revised edition of their recruiting 
booklet, A Career Abroad. The booklet aims to 
interest yo��g men in training for a career among 
the �30 Bnnsh personnel, known as the Foreign 
Service Staff, who do the administrative and 
engineering work in the 132 stations in British 
overseas and foreign territories, supervising 
approximately 8,ooo locally recruited staff of 
some 57 races. A map of the system, schedules of 
salary scales, and an application form arc included 
loose in a pocket inside the back cover. 

* * * 

"TIM" to Check TV Programmes.-"TIM," 
the speaking clock, is being fed continuously into 
Associated Broadcasting Company's Master 
Control Room on to a tape recording of the 
programme to be broadcast, to check whether the 
programme was radiated on time. 

The photograph• in the ankle "Tt11inin1< in Telephone Super
��11;ion", PP·. 3 9·.&2, in our last issue were reproduced by courtesy of 
7ht York1h1rt Poll. 
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Two New 

DEKATRONS 

20 k.c. single pulse, counter tube with 

the universally acknowledced 

"Dekatron" reliability . 

A plug-in 4 k.c. selector-tube with 

access to all cathodes. 

For full particulars of these new cubes, together 
with details of ocher dekatrons, reference tubes, 
stabilizers, and triggertriodes apply for your 
copy of" Cold-Cathode Tubes" to:-

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LIMITED . HEAD OFFICE: 22 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.2 

II 

WORKS: BEESTON (NOTIS) Tele : HOL. 6936 

11 •J1 

MAKERS OF FINE ELECTRICAL 
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

AND EQUIPMENT 
Specialists in instrumentation for 

specific requirements in industrial 

and scientific fields. 
ontractors to the Po t Office, B.B.C., Admiralty, Mini trl of upply, 

National Coal Board, etc. 

ERNEST TURNER ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 

HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS ENGLAND 

Telephone HIGH WYCOMBE 1301-1-l Telerroms; GORGEOUS, HIGH WYCOMBE 



N01·th-East Gale Damages Telephone Service 
The north-east gale which swept across England 

on Sunday, January 8, dislocated the telephone 
services over a wide area. Considerable damage 
was done on the coastal belt from Tweed to the 
Wash and inland across the Yorkshire and Lincoln
shire wolds. 

On January I 6, the Yorkshire Post reported that 
it was one of the worse blizzards Lincolnshire 
had ever experienced and summarised it by saying 
that "for seven hours a violent north-east gale 
swept across Lincolnshire. At temperatures below 
freezing point, heavy snow driving in the wind 
settled to depths of 14 to 18 inches. In those few 
hours between 6 a.m. and 1 p.m. roads became 
impenetrably blocked, telephone wires were torn 
for mile after mile, poles crashed across country 
lanes, farm buildings caved in under the weight of 
snow. More snow fell on Sunday night, the country
side was turned into a 'stricken zone'." 

In the triangle Lincoln-Grimsby-Skegness the 
storm damaged or brought down some 2,500 
poles and put 5,000 telephones out of action. Heavy 
damage was also done to the services between 
Whitby and Humber. 

Post Office engineers set up a Storm Control 
Centre at Louth, in the middle of the Lincolnshire 

Wolds, where vehicles were controlled by radio. 
Engineers, vehicles and plant were drafted in on 
loan from Leicester, Nottingham and Peterborough. 

Boston, Skegness, Mablethorpe, Alford and 
Spilsby, and the villages between them, were 
virtually cut off from the rest of the country at the 
height of the storm-Boston for 26� hours and the 
other places for the rest of the week. These towns 
and villages were also affected by an electricity 
breakdown caused by the W(ight of snow bringing 
down overhead cables. The main power supply 
to 30 exchanges was interrupted. 

Exchanges which lost their power supply were 
kept going on batteries. The engineers had to drive 
emergency charging plant along roads almost 
impassable owing to deep snow. Some of the 
exchanges' emergency batteries were almost 
exhausted by the time the plant arrived. In many 
places telephone service had to be temporarily 
restricted to essential subscribers. In the Lincoln
shire area over 3,000 subscribers' faults were 
reported. By Wednesday, January 11, ten emer
gency generators were in use. 

The Chief Signals Officer, Eastern Command, 
and United States Air Force Signals gave valuable 
assistance. 
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SPECIALISED 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

FOR WELDING 

SMALL PARTS 
Vertical movement of the upper elec
trode allows accurate alignment of 
the work: electrode pressure is variable 
without increasing foot pressure. 
The pilot initiating switch has a micro
adjustment. and the electronic timer ensures 
accurate, high-speed repeat performance. The 
large capacity transformer is secondary tapped. 

AUTOMATIC PROTECTION 

MINIATURE 
CIRCUIT-BREAKER 

TYPE Sl21 

It" wide x 4iH high 

For power and light
ing circuits up 

to 30 amps 250 v. 

Instantaneous 
short-circuit 
and Thermal 

time-lag O/L releases. Neutral link. 
Breaking Current capacity "1700Amps. 

The S.12 CIRCUIT-BREAKER 
Complele 
protection is 
afforded to 
three· phase 
and D.C. 
Motors up to 
25 H.P. at 660 
volts against 
sustained 
faults and 
short-circuits. 
whole permit
ting harmless 
temporary overloads 
and high �tarting currents. 

Protects against 

Roting up 10 40 Amps. 660 •alls. 
Double ond Trople·Pole. 

overload, short-circuit, no-volt, earth leakage. 

Tested ot on Authorised Short-Circuit Testing Station 

9' ... �1 .. 1·4 ... : •1 •:t•!•t•A t � � l I I� '. i 4 a; it [ (GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED r 
FARADAY WORKS · GR EAT WEST ... ROAD · BRENTFORD · MIDDLESEX 

Telephone; EALING 1171-6. Tele�rams: Siemensdyn. Brentford. Hounslow. 

IRHINGHAM Ttl: Mid land 2091 ·CARDIFF· GWGOW Toi: Contral 2635 • HAllCHESTER Toi: Chorlton 1467 • NEWCASTL£ Tel:l8617 ·SHEFFIELD Tel: 615 



A compacl a.ad efficient Burur 

O.C. rcaistance 10 ohms. Operates from 

6 •oil supply. Spccir.I rcslstaocc coils can 

be wound to suit individual rtquirements. 

MAGNETIC RELAYS 

Wound 10 suit your 

individual requirement" 

PRESS BUTION UNITS 

Interlockina self-releuina uniu, 
can be coupled to form 

bllllk• of 20 buttonJ. 

Well·dcsianed Bakelite housina for 

two 20-way terminal strips. Strips 

Cllll be supplied separately if requited. 

MINIATURE PRIVATE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE 

A switchboard for ten lines, wilh one con

necting circuit (allowing one conversation 

al a time) and built-in mains unit. Wall 

mountina, \trong metal cabinet .. 

HAND MICROTELEPHONE 

Complete with 3-way 

tlcllible cord. Cr.n 

be su;iplied with extra 

sensitive receiver 

if required. 

Suitable for P. O. ' A' ar.uac Plug. 

Ideal for pressurised and water14bt 

equipmcot. Auxiliary contacts can be 

incorporated. 

TELECOMMUNICATION ENGINEERS 
FERNDOWN WORKS NORTHWOOD HILLS MIDDX. 

Teltphon<; P/Nner IHJJ/S (P.8.X.) Tcleerams: Rf.NTFONES. NORTHWOOD 

lo11do11 Showroom 1 BRIDGE HOUSE. I 8 I 6 QUHN VICTORIA STRHT. LONDON. E C.4. Tcl<pho•• CENml .07'!1 S 1P.8.X) 



F'u4er"c.c. J. fia.rl0.4'1 �.; • •  

Aueunhu Lt.a.., 
Li4h\hou,ee Wo:it•, 
S.et.twick 40, 
l'lnellalld. 

KaNo. S. J., 

I M wrl\1"6 to y..1u in t.h• bop• th:it y"u: pe�ph •ill 
be able to btlp u.1 with a ·ory triok.y problt:a we ha•• ru.n 
into out. htre in oonnection •1th etandby tc•n•r•t1n& plant 
tor a new t.ehaOC1111wiioa U.on 1oheme. .W• C&nnot &ttord •••n 
a aa.tntary interrupt.ion or euppl.y, yet. •• cannot pro•idt 
att.endanc• or aainttnaoot e.1.cept., s>O••i'bly, •t,;a:.::•::.•<;=b�l..----

_!e..t.tnal 

--
--

The more tricky the problem. the more arduous the conditions 

under which the equipment must operate, the better we like it. Difficult. unusual generating 

plant is our metiet·. It does not matter how long it must. run wit.hont attention. It does not 

matter whether thel'C is a mains supply 01· not. No1· if the supply is erratic and unreliable. 

Even if the requi1·ements do not come within our standard range Austinlite plant can be 

designed which will ensure continuous. st.eady and extremely reliable supply. 

During the past 25 years Austinlite plant has been steadily developed, always with the 

emphasis on qualit.y and dependability. We can now provide automat.ic generating plant of 

many t,ypes in sizes from 1.4 to 250kVA. for continuous unattended operation or for mains 

standby work- to t.hc st.rictest no-break specification where necessary. However difficult 

a particular problem may be, we have good reason for the confidence with which we affirm 

that Austinlite can tackle it. 

In /Ills counlrt' ow plunl 13 u.�rd b11 t11c 

G.P.0 .• the Mln1Str11 of Cit-II Arlal/011 und 
Brtlfs/1 Rull1n111s. It 1s rnsla//cd In 111un11 

parts of lite u·or/d In llollllw11srs It/Jere 
rellab///111 I.� vital. II Is In 011<'Tallon In So111/1 
Africa, A11stra/lc1, IX'11111ark. 1/11' U.S.S.11 .. 
Malta. S11rta. Neu· Zrttland tHtd Noru>tu1. 
as 1tcll as a nwnlx·r of t101ikul ro11nlrles 
Including 11·1oerla. Ma/auu and Borneo. 

AUTOMATIC GENERATING 

PLANT tailor-made by STONE-CHANCE LTD. 

(Tlte 111Clkt'I$ t>I Sllllll) Pllllt/)S a11ct SIOllf'·CllClllC'I' LiglltllOl/.�l'S) 

28 ST. )AMES'S SQUARE LONDON S.W.I. Tel0ph n»· TRAFALGAR 1954 



A remarkable 
NEW heaJ telephone set 

hg Sia11dard 
Herc's the most interesting telephone 

news for years ! A new, lightweight, one· 
piece head telephone set moulded in nylon 
plastic and weighing only 4 oz! 

Available in black or ivory finish, this 
revolutionary instrument, designed, developed 
and manufactured by Standard Telephones & 
Cables Ltd., for telephone witchboard opera
tors, introduces an entirely new concept in 
comfort, elegance. economy and operational 
efficiency. 

o other operator·s head telephone set 
available to-day has all these additional 
advantages : 

Self-contained Nylon moulding incor
porating high-quality, super sensitive 
transmitter and receiver. 

Weight only 4 oz (compare this with 
the 15 oz weight of the conventional 
head and breast type operators' set). 

Attractive appearance. 

Only one instrument cord required. 

Finely balanced to ensure comfort and 
stability. 

Mechanical shock absorber to avoid 
breakage at transmitter horn junction. 

Adjustable head grip with resilient band. 

Moulded frame for operator's identifica
tion label. 

·'' 
..,, 

·'' 
..,, 

·'' 
.. ,, 

Ask for brochure T. D. I 6 

11'/iich fully describes 1/ie 

4 4 0 6 
Telephone Head Set 

Stat1dard Telepfto11es at1d C ah/es limited 
R�?•Sttrcd Office : Connoutht Hous�. Aldwych, Landor, W.C.2 

TELEPHONE DIVISION 

OAKLEIGH ROAD · NEW SOUTHGATE LONDON. N.11 



Marconi BkW HF /SB Transmitters 

These transmitters, designed in accordance with 

the most advanced practice, provide:-

(a) Telegraphy on CW and FSK (A I and Fl) 
(b) I ndepcndent Sideband Operation (A3b) 

The drive equipment is external and provides 
either ISB modulation or telegraph keying at 3.1 
Mc/s and suitable RF oscillator signal for fre
!1Uency changing in the transmitter. HS 71 is 
manually operated ; HS 72 provides full automatic 
tuning and selection of any one of six pre-set 
frequencies. 

TYPES 

HS 71 AND HS 72 

The ;issembly is enclosed by unit 

sections, as shown here, with ac

cess through front ;incl rear doors. 

The two left hand bays house the 

rectifier and power equipment and 

the right hand bays the low po11cr 

and auxiliary transmilling circuits 

and the main output st:igc. 

FEATURES INCLUDE 

• Tuning over the whole range without change 
of components. 

• Air cooling throughout, with dust filtering. 

• Double screening of power stages to reduce 
indirect radiation and cooling air noise. 

• Envelope feed back to reduce distortion. 

• Compact assembly with good access for 
servicing and afety interlocking. 

More than Bo countries now have Marconi equipped telegraph and communication 
services, many of which, completed 20 years ago, still give trouble-free operation. 

Lifeline of communication 

MARCONI 
COMPLETE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Surveyed, planned, installed, mai1;•ained 

Part11ers i11 progress with The • ENCLI H ELECTRIC' Company Limited 

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 
LC ll 



Carlton Exchange, operated by the Jamaica 

Telephone Co. Ltd., i a typical example of Briti h 

enterprise in the Caribbean. 

Carlton Exchange is of 3,000 lines capacity and 
is equipped at all selecting stages with the type 

32A selector, the basic unit of the Stro\\ger 
system, as manufactured by Automatic Telephone 

& Electric Co. Ltd. The simplicity and flexibility 

of the system are factors of considerable appeal 

to this and other administrations who are con

cerned with providing an economic and reliable 

service lo their subscribers on an easily expandable 

basis. This is only one of many exchanges 

supplied and installed by Automatic Telephone 

& Electric Co. Ltd., in the Caribbean area. 

Another Strowger Exchange 



for MINIMUM TRANSPORT COSTS 

* MINIMUM ERECTION COSTS 

* MINIMUM STORAGE COSTS 

* MAXIMUM LIFE 

For telecommunication. power transmission, light
ing, and as radio masts and nagstaff in fact 
whenever poles arc called for, *Adastra* is the 
logical answer. It is not only for their great 
strength-to-weight ratio or even for the fact that 
they require no maintenance. that they arc speci
fied. Low installation costs, easy transport and 

handling, even over the most intractable terrain, 
and the remarkable speed with which they are 
assembled and erected. make them always the 
soundest and often the only possible pccification. 
May we send you a brochure illustrating the' ide 
range of *Ada tra* cctional steel poles and 
fittings? 

TYDURN ROAD, CRDINGTON. DIRMI GllAM 24. Trlrphonr: EROlnRlnn 1616 

l'f)LES London 00ice:98 l'nrk U.nc. W.I Tl'lrphmw: M-IY{nir 3074 

LTH 
----COllUVli2U(V01itl c ou• 



RELAYS 
HERMETICALLY SEALED 

"Series 595H" Is a hermetic
ally sealed version of our 
series 595 Relay, which Is 
already well known to the 
aircraft industry. The arma
ture design reduces the 
effects of shock, vibration 
and acceleration; a sprl ng 
type armature hinge elim
ln .ates backlash. friction 
and risk of displacement. 

COIL: 
In all standard voltages up 
to 110 V, D.C. Working 
range between plus 10% 
and minus 20% of rating. 

CONTACT COMBINA
TIONS: Up to 2 pole 
changeover. 

BASE: 
International octal. 

WEIGHT: JJ ozs. 

DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter-I ii• overall. 
Height-2t• overall. 

ms 

SERIES 59SH 

TELEPHONE. RADIO AND AIRCRAFT CABLES AND FLEXIBLES 

MAGNET WIRES. ENAMELLED AND IN EVERY VARIETY 

COVERING. STRANDS AND BRAIDS 

L.P.S. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 

122, DRURY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2 

Telephone: COVent Garden 3211 (8 lines) 'Grams: Engineyor, Phone, London 

Workt : St. LeonardH>n-Sea. Telephone: Hutin1• 7041 



Single Voice Frequency (I V.F.) 
Signalling & Dialling Equipment 

For many years Siemens Brothers have been one of the main suppliers of Voice 
Frequency Signalling Equipment for large trunk networks throughout the world. 
To meet the needs of local junction and minor trunk networks not requiring 
the more complex signalling facilities of two tone systems, a new single voice 
frequency signalling and dialling equipment has been introduced. 

The design of the new I V.F. system incorporates 
the C.C.l.F. recommendations for this type of 
equipment thereby ensuring that circuits in a 
network capable of transmitting speech may be 
adapted economically for through signalling and 
dialling. The adoption of our I V.F. equipment 
affords the following advantages:-

Accelerates the establishment of connections 

Increases revenue earning time 

I V.F. Terminal Relay Set 

Simplifies operating procedure 

Furnishes improved service to subscribers 

Permits the introduction of economic subscriber 
trunk dialling 

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED, 

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18 

Telephone: Woolwich 2020 

Member of the A.E./. Group of Companies 



ALL-POWER 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 

SERIES SOO 

A wide range of standard units 

designed for the highest possible 

performance and overall efficiency 

is now in steady production. 

Data and further information on 

request. 

ALL-POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD. CHERTSEY ROAD, BYFLEET, SURREY 
Tel.: BY FLEET 322'4/5 

*Wire braid screens, as commonly used 

on flexible R.F. cables, fail to exhibit an 

increasing measure of shielding with rise 

of frequency, the proportion of leakage 

tending to increase at frequencies higher 

double 

screened 

COAXIAL CABLES 

Two types are available, the first having the two screens continuously 
in contact and the second having the screens separated by a Telcovin 

insulating layer: in general both types have similar performance as 
regards screening. 

than, say I .o Mc/s. In certain circumstances 

The addition of the second braid may be expected to improve the 
screening of a cable by a factor which varies from about 6 db at 

low frequencies to some 30 db at very high frequencies. In all 
other electrical properties these cables are identical with their 

normal counterparts. 
the effectiveness of a single braid as a screen 

has been found inadequate, and for such cases a 

range of double screened cables is offered. 

TELCON 

Available in the following types: (a) with Screens in __ 

"'"""'�K.>6. YM, PT .<.YM, PT. u. YM. (b) wi<h 

I Screens separated- K.16.MYM, PT.r.MYM, 
PT.I 1.MYM. Further particulars on application. ' 

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD. 
Head Office: Mercury House, Thcobalds Road, London, W.C.l. 

Telephone: HOlborn 8111 
Enqumts co: Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.10. Telephone. GREcnw1ch 3291 

cables 



Perfection in 

Miniature 

COLD CATHODE TUBES 
for 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Hivac cold cathode tubes were used extensively in 
the Electronic Director installed ome years ago 
at Richmond Exchange described in the article 
.. Electronic Director at Richmond Exchange" 
by J. A. Lawrence. A. t.t.E.E., in the Augu t

October 1955 i ue of thi Journal. 

To-day, as a re ult of continuing development. 
Hivac offer a range of cold cathode diodes and 
triodes of improved characteristics and of very 

mall dimensions suitable for performing the 
complex counting and switching operations re
quired by modern electronic equipment in the field 
of telecommunication . 

STONEFIELD WAY, VICTORIA ROAD, SOUTH RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX 
Telephone : Ruislip 3366 

VALVE 
BRITISH� MADE 

/ � 

Meel .tlie JemanJ! 
,..,.... 

WITH 

-

AERIALITE 
Q.�Nftl!� 

....._ 
,..,.... 

/ -.CiJ,.t,u 

An Aduniumenc of A<riulit• Ltd., CaJtle 1Vor•1, S1a/yhrid,t, Che.h1rt 



Controc1ors to !he 

FOR ALL PURPOSES 

G.P.O.-NAT10NAL COAL BOARD-BRITISH RAILWAYS. 

C.E.A. and BRITISH & DOMINION GOVERNMENT DEPTS. 

HACKBRIDGE CABLE CO. LTD. 
KELVIN WORKS - HACKBRIDGE - SURREY 

In Atiocto1lo1t _.,,,., t•YCE ElECTklC CO NST-UCTION CO MPA. N Y  lTO . 

lEJflfR High Speed Telegraph Instri,ments 

Storno 

V. H. F. and U. H.F. 

Radio Communication 

Equipment 

THE GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH CO. LTD. of Denmark 

London Office: S. St. Helen•a Place, E. C. l 



contribute to the quality of 

the telephone exchange 

you know so well. 

Remember G.E.C. when next you buy 

a Television or Radio Set 

... they also are made in Coventry. 

THK POST OFl'ICE Th.Lli:COMM.t:NICA.TIONS JOUH.NAL IS PKINTIW POR H.W:. STATlONKRY OFFICE BY MCCORQUODALlt & CO. LTD., ST, THOMAS STRICltT• 

LONDON, 9.E.I, AND JS Pt:BLISHED QUART .. WLY IN NOVltMBICR, FEBRUARY, MAY AND AUGUST BY H.M. POSTMASTER GENERAL AT THI. POST OPUCI 

H&ADt;lUARTERS, LONDOM, s.c.1. 



T1te Pye Systems Planning Department will be pleased 
to advise you on your communications schemes, whilst 
Pye agents and representatives overseas wlll demonstrate, 
install and maintain the equipment. 

�·� 
Telecommunications 

CAMBRIDGE � EN4,lANO 

Pye (New Zealand) Ltd., 
Auckland C.I., New Zealand. 

Pye Canada, Ltd •• 

Ajax, Canada. 
Pyo-Electronic Pty., Ltd •• 

Melbourne, Australia. 

Pyo Radio & Television (Pty.) Ltd. 
Johannesbur1, 
South Africa. 

PYE LIMITED 

Pyo Limited. 
Mexico City. 

Pye Limited, 
Tucuman 829, 

Buenos Aires. 

CAMBRIDGE 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Pye (Ireland) Ltd., 
Dublin, Eire. 

Pye Corporation of America, 
270 Park Avenue, New York. 

ENGLAND 

Telephone: Teversham 3131 Cables: Pyetelecom. Cambridge 
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